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The framework and methods outlined in Construction of Decision

Support Systems for Agricultural Marketing Boards and Other Public

Agencies in Less Developed Countries: Part I provide the basis for

designing a Decision Support System for price policy for rice in the

Philippines. Decision Support Systems differ from traditional computer

based approaches to problem solving in that they are used to help solve

the instructured problems typical of the decision-maker's real world.

Unlike the tradit~onal techniques of operations research and optimiza

tion methods, Decision Support Systems rely on the decision-maker's

insights and judgment at all stages of problem solving--from problem

formulation, to choosing the relevant data to work with, to selecting

the approach to be used in generating solutions, and on to evaluating

solutions presented to the decision-maker. The constructed Decision

Support System for Philippines rice price policy serves as in illustra

tive application of the general approach.

Part II of the manual begins with a description of the envi

ronment in which the National Grains Authority operates. Section II

presents a general model for grains in the Philippines. It presents

a framework for an operational and implementable model of price

policy for rice in the Philippines which is described in section III.

Sec tion IV outl Lnes some preliminary results ob tained from the

constructed decision support system. The formal preference analysis

is presented in Appendix A and, finally, the computer program for

the decision support system is provided in Appendix B.
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The fra:::er~lOrk :lud 82 tr3.,)ds outl:i.C''2.d in Cons truet i en of Decision-- ----------
~porc SYSt2C1S for Agricultural ~<L.:l.rketing Board~ and Other Public

A~encies in Less Developed Countries: Part I provide the basis for

designing a Decision Support System for price p01icy for rice in the

Philippines. Decision Support Systeos differ from traditional computer-

b~ed approaches to problem solving in that they are used to help solve

the instructured problems typical of the decision-maker's real world.

Unlike the traditional techniques of operations research and optimiza-

tion methods, Decision Support Systems rely on the decision-makEr's

insights and judgment at all stages of problem solving--from problem

formulation, to choosing the relevan.t data to work with, to selecting

the approach to be used in generqting solutions, and on to evaluating

solutions presented to the decision-maker. The constructed Decision

Support System for Philippines rice price policy serves as in illustra-

tive application of the general approach.

Part II of the md~ual begins wi,th n description of the envi-

ron:nent: in rN'hic.h the Nationa.l Grains Authoricy opr::.rates. Section II

presents a gQn~ral model ror graLns in the Philippines. It presents

a frasework for an operational and inplementable model of price

po1icy for ric2 in the Phili~pines ~~lich is described in section [II.

constructed decision sup.;wrt system. The rorn.:11 pr.eferen'::E:~ andlysis

is ~cesented in Ap?~ndix A and, finally, the ccmpllter. proer~m for

~endix ?.
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CONSTRUCTION OF DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS FOR AGRIClJLTURAL
~~RKETING BOARDS AND OTHER PUBLIC AGENCIES IN
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1. The Problem

Agricultural Marketing Boards (AMB) and other public agencies in

less-developed countries generally and in most cases correctly reject the

analysis provided by economists. The traditional "box of tools" often em

ployed by development economists is not sufficient to address the important

issues facing these agencies. The typical approach can be described as "solu

tion rich" where the focus is on perceived problems amenable to neoclassical

economic analysis--which often do not relate to the ri~~t questions or

identify the real problems. In other words, the typical approach is not

sufficiently "problem rich."

To correct many of the limitations of the traditional box of tools,

two major issues facing AMEs must be explicitly recognized. These issues are:

a. Uncertainty.

b. Multiple and conflicting objectives.

To be sure, these issues make the planning process difficult and some would

argue more difficult in agriculture than in other industries.

1. 1 Uncertainty

Uncertainty is a principal feature of agricultural commodity sys

tems. Weather conditions, pests, and diseases cause high fluctuations quan

ti.til"s produced. As a result of low price elasticities of farm products,

the price variability is also very high. Thus, it is necessary to construct

a stochastic model which accurately represents the problem in the environ

ment within which AY~s must operate.

1.2 Multiple and Conflicting Objectives

Ai1Bs and government agencies are generally charged with the responsi

bility of responding to the needs and desires of the different groups and

parttctp'3.nts within the cornm0dity system~ These groups are the producers,
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consumers, the government, suppliers of inputs, intermediaries (assemblers and

distributors), and landowners. As a result, these agencies have more than a

single objective or performance measure by which to evaluate their effective-

ness. The most common objectives are to increase &nd stabilize farm income,

to reach self-sufficiency in food production, increase consumer welfare, de-

crease price variability, and improve the balance of payments. Many of these

objectiveS naturally conflict with one another and, thus, explicit trade-offs

must be recognized.

1.3 Separation of Uncertainty and Aversion to Risk

In dealing with the above issues, decision-makers often confuse their

perceived uncertainty with their degree of risk aversion. In an intuitive

decision-making context, this phenomenon has been demonstrated in numerous

settings. This confusion often results in clouded and what would appear to be

the implementation of "irrational" decision actions. Quantitative decision-

support systems offer the advantage of beir~ able to clearly delineate per-

ceived uncertainty from aversion to risk.

This manual is thus concerned with the construction of quantitative
.

decision-making systems which will aid managers of public agricultural agen-

eies to (1) identify and structure objectives, (2) make value trade-offs,

and (3) balance various risks.

2. Methodology

The paradigm for operationally dealing with decision making under

uncertainty and multiple objectives has been referred to as Multiattribute

Decision Analysis. This approach consists of two major components:

a. The decision tree.

D. 'i'r-te oojeccive fUHCi.:.iuu.
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2.1 Decision Trees

A decision tree is a flow diagram which structures the problem as a

chronological arrangement of those choices that are controlled by the

decision-maker and those choices that are determined by chance. Decision

choices are described by decision forks and the uncertain events by chance

forks. Associated with each chance fork is a probability distribution which

provides the probability of occurrence of the uncertain event conditional on

the action taken. The probability distributions assigned to each chance fork

can be based on historical data; regression analysis; econometric modeling;

or, as it happens in most real cases, on subjective perceptions of the

decision-maker.

At the end points of the decision tree appear the different "pay

offs." These are the levels of the different attributes for a given set of

actions and chance events.

The results of the above analysis isolate an initial optimal action

and a contingency plan for any given sequence of events along the path. The

set of optimal decisions is determined by maximization (minimization) of an

objective function which reflects the probabilities and the payoffs.

2.2 The Objective Functions

The most difficult part of multiattribute decision analysis is to

determine the appropriate objective function. The least restrictive objec

tive function is the expectation of the Multiattribute Utility Function.

The construction of such a function involves the follcwing steps (a more

detailed description is given in Section 3):
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a. List of objectives.

b. Performance measure or attribute for each objective.

c. Univariate utility functions for each attribute.

d. Independence relationship among the attributes.

e. Functional form of the multiattribute utility function.

f. Scaling constants (weights) of the different attributes.

g. expected value of the multiattribute utility for each

alternative.

3. Steps in Construction of a Decision
Support System for AMB

The following steps are suggested for the construction of a compre-

hensive and consistent decision support system.

3.1 The Environment

A qualitative description of the environment in which the fu~ oper-

ates must be completed in order to understand the reasoning behind the es-

tablishment of the agency in question and its operations. The description

should include:

3.1.1 The Country

Social structure, culture, education, economy, institutional setting,

et~~ic groups, etc.

3.1.2 The Agricultural Sector

Role in the economy, level of technology, producer characteristics,

marketing channels, financial institutions, etc.

3.1.3 The Commodity

Importance in diet, import-export, tec!mology of production, bio-

logical growth characteristics, processing facilities, characteristics of the

product, perishability, varieties, spatial and size distribution of farms and

production, substitlltable and cosple~sntary products, seasonality, etc.
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3.1.4 The Agency (AMB)

Organization, facilities, budget, power, effective interest group

coalitions, political constraints, actiVities, etc.

3.2 The Model

3.2.1 Objectives

It is crucial to clearly identify the major objectives of the AMB.

Most often, objectives are only vaguely identified. The most common ob

jectives of AMEs are:

a. Increased income of farmers.

b. Increased consumerd welfare.

c. Self-suffioiency.

d. Price stability.

e. Improvement of balance of payments.

f. Decrease operational expenditures.

g. Stable flow of supply.

Other "objectives rt like increased productivity, integration of the commodity

system, improved quality, research and development, and the lik~ are means to

achieve some of the objectives mentioned above and thus are only intermediate

goals.

3.2.2 Performance Measures

The performance measure or attribute associated with each relevant

objective should be quantified. The measures should be simple and meaningful

to the users of the Decision Support System (DS3). This is particularly im

portant since the users must provide the utility functions for each of the

attribu tes and the independence relationships and weig.'1ts for the multiattri

bute utility function. This task by Itself is sufficiently complicated with
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simple performance measures and thus overly sophisticated or theoretical

measures should be avoided.

3.2.3 Alternatives

After the objectives are known, the question to be asked is: What

are the means to accomplish these objectives? The most common means

for achieving the objectives mentioned above are:

a. Production and/or marketing quotas.

b. Floor price to the producers.

c. Ceiling price to the consumers.

d. Input subsidies to farmers.

e. Quality control.

f. Research.

g. Extension programs.

b. Reserve or buffer stocks.

i. Import or export taxes and premiums.

j. Infrastructure facilities--transportation, irrigation, etc.

3.2.~ The Commodity System

A qualitative as well as a quantitative analysis of the commodity

system is the core of the model. In the qualitative analysis the relevant

participa~ts of the system must be identified. These are the producers, con

sumers, intermediaries, input suppliers, financial institutions, the govern

ment, etc. In each category significant subgroups must be distinguished.

Thus, for example, subsistent farmers might be distinguished from semisub

sistent and commercial farmers. The distinction could be based on different

technologies used, on spatial grounds, on distance from the urban markets,

etc. The qualitative a~alysis should also investigate ccmmodity charac

teristics and links, e.g., among the grains in general, with rice and corn
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separately, or different types of rice with regard to quality, variety, season

of marketing, etc. One should also list all the variables to be incorporated

in the model. These are the decision variables, state variables, endogenous

and exogenous variables, random variables, and parameters.

In the quantitative analysis, the process begins with specification

of the functional form relating the variables isolated by the qualitative

analyses. These relations are the demand and supply functions, state equa

tions, probabilistic relationships, and the performance measures.

For the reasons noted above, it is especially important that the

random variables or uncertain quantities be properly characterized. The most

common uncertainties involved in the agricultural systems relate to:

a. Weather condition--drought, floods, typhoons, frost, etc.

b. Pests and diseases.

c. Supply and demand functions.

d. World market prices.

The probability distributions assigned to these uncertain quantities and the

factors (explanatory variables) on which these uncertainties are conditioned

should be based on "hard" data; previous research; and, if necessary, on con

sistently assessed and quantified perceptions.

3.2.5 The Objective Function

The construction of the objective function relies heavily on the

preference structure of the decision-maker and, therefore, requires a thorough

interviewing process. After the objectives are identified and the appropriate

performance measures quantified, the following stages must be completed.
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3.2.5.1 Univariate Utility Functions

In this stage the researcher eva lutes the risk perception of the

decision-maker with regard to each of the attributes. A five-point utility

function is constructed by using 50-50 lotteries and the general form of the

function (risk neutral, constant risk averse, decreasing risk averse, etc.) is

also determined. Using the general form of the utility function and the five

point utilities, a continuous utility function is approximated.

3.2.5.2 Independence Relationships

Three types of independence relationships are examined:

a. Preferential Independence (PI).

b. Utility Independence (UI).

c. Additive Independence (AI).

Definitions and Examples

Preferential Independence:

The set of attributes A is PI of the set B if preferences over the

set A do not depend on the amounts in B. PI is not reflexive, namely, A is PI

of B does not imply that B is PI of A.

For a simple example, consider a manager who always prefers a secre

tary who types fast but with spelling mistakes to One who types slowly but with

no mistakes, regardless of attractiveness. In this event we would say that

the set "speed and spelling" is PI of attractiveness. If, however, the manager

prefers the One who types fast with mistakes to the slow and accurate one when

both are unattractive but the slow accurate to the fast inaccurate when both

are attractive, it follows that these attributes are not PI. Note that the

"attractiveness ff attribute 'tV'as the same for the two secretaries.

For an fu~ example, if an A}ffi always prefers an outcome in which the

level of the producers' welfare is high and the level of the consumers' welfare
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is low to an outcome in which the consumers' welfare is high and the producers'

welfare is low, regardless of the level of food sufficiency, the set of

attributes--"producers' welfare and consumers' welfare"--is PI of food suffi

ciency. If, however, the AMB prefers high producers' welfare and low consumers'

welfare when the level of food sufficiency is high and high consumers' welfare

and low producers' welfare when the level of food sufficiency is low, then the

set of attributes is not PI.

Hence, in summary, when the level of a third attribute does not in

fluence the preference between combinations of two other attributes, these two

attributes are PI of the third; or more formally, the property of PI follows

if

for all all cl

where a
l

and a
Z

are different levels of one attribute, and b
l

and b Z are dif

ferent levels of a second attribute, and c
l

is a fixed level of a third

attribute. The symbol, >, stands for "preferred to." Similarly, PI does not

follow if

but

where Cz is another fixed level of the third attribute
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Utility Independence:

The set A is Utility Independent (UI) of the set B if preferences

over lotteries on (a, b') do not depend on the fixed amount of b'.

For a siaple example, suppose two secretaries apply for a job. The

first, when ina good mood (50 percent of the time), types 100 words per

minute but when in a bad mood types only 50 words per minute. The second

is a very stable person who types 70 words per minute. If the manager has

the same preference between them regardless of their attractiveness, which

is equal, then typing speed is UI of attractiveness. Thus, if she (the

manager) orefers the stable secretary when both are unattractive and when

both are attractive, we have UI. If, however, she prefers the stable one

only when both are attractive, but the unstable when both are unattractive,

these two attributes are not UI.

70 WPM, b' >

Hence, UI follows if

/'100 WPM, b'

~ 50 \o1R1, b'

for all b'

where b' stands for some fixed level of attractiveness.

Similarly, UI does not follow if

but

.5

70 WP:1, attractive>« 100 WPM, attractive

50 WPM, attractive

70 WPM, unattractive <5 100 WPM, unattractive

< 5
50 WPM, unattractive
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For an AMB example. consider the manager of an i\l·rn who is faced with

two possible outcomes. each with a 50 percent chance of occurring: (1) If

natural conditions are favorable. the level of food sufficiency for a cer-

tain commodity would be 100 percent; (2) If the natural conditions are un-

favorable. the level of food sufficiency would be only 70 percent. Suppose.

in addition. a large insurance company offers to purchase all available

quantities of the commodity in question and to provide in return 80 percent

of the level required for food sufficiency. If the management prefers the

offer of the insurance company. regardless of the level of the producers'

welfare. we would say that food sufficiency and producers' welfare are Ul.

However. if management prefers the offer only when the level of producers'

welfare is low and the uncertain situation when the level of producers'

welfare is high. then we would say that these two attributes are not Ul.

Hence. to formally summarize. the property of UI follows if

~55 100%. ,,,'

80%. w' > ~

70%, w'

where w' stands for any fixed level of the producers' welfare, and > reads

"preferred to." Similarly, ur does not follow if

/100%. wI

~ .
'70%. wI

but

where wI and Wz are two different levels of producers' welfare.

In summary. when the risk we are willing to take with regard to un-

cectainties in one attcibute does not depend on the level of another attri-

bute, then the first attribute is Ul of the second.

"
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Additive Independence:

The set of attributes A and the sst B are Additive Independent (AI)

if preferences over lotteries (a, b) depend only on the marginal probability

distributions of a and b and not on their joint distributions.

For a simple example, suppose a manager must select an office; she

has two choices--room 101 or room 102. There are two secretaries in room

101, one of whom (50 percent chance) will be assigned to her. The first is

a perfect secretary who types fast and with no mistakes, while the other

types slowly with frequent mistakes. The same situation exists in room 102,

but the first secretary there types fast with mistakes, while the other types

slowly with no mistakes.

If the manager is indifferent between the two rooms, the two attri-

butes are AI and the manager is risk neutral. If, however, she prefers one

room to the other, the two attributes are not AI. If she prefers room 101,

she is said to be double-attribute risk prone. If she prefers room 102, she

is said to be double-attribute risk averse.

Formally, the AI property follows if

· ,

'. ,

~fast, accurate

slow, inaccurate

where ~ reads "indifferent to."

«5 fast,

.5
slow,.

inaccurate

accurate

To illustrate this property with an M1B example, suppose the man-

agement of an A.~ can choose be~Neen two policies. If they choose the first,

there is a 50 percent chance that the producers' welfare and the consumers'

welfare will be high, and there is a 50 percent chance that both will be low.

If the second policy is selected, there is a 50 percent chance that the pro-

ducers' welfare would be high but the conslli~ers' welfare low and a 50 percent

chance that the consumers' welfare would be high and the producers' welfare

low (see figure below).
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5 p* Ci,7' ,
Policy 1~

P*' C*

where p* and C. are the high levels

<5 p* C*

Policy 2 5

P* c*

of producers' and consumers' welfare. re-

spectively, and p. and C. are the low levels. If the management is indif-

ferent between the two policies. we would say that the two attributes are AI,

If, however. the management is risk averse and wants to avoid the two bad out-

comes. it would prefer policy 2, and the two attributes are not AI.

3.2.5.3 The Scaling Constants

The researcher has also to determine the weights of the different

attributes in the objective function. These constants can be determined

only when some independent relationships hold and, thus, the objective func-

tion has a relatively simple form. The two most simple forms of the multi-

attribute utility function are the additive and the multiplicative utility

functions.

The additive form is

u (Xl' ... , xn) = ~ ki ui (Xi),
~

where

u (Xl' ..•• xn ) = The multiattribute utility function,

X. = The value of the ith attribute,
:l

n The number of attributes,

k
i

The scaling constant of the ith attribute,

and

ui The univariate utility function of the ith attribute.
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The additive form is the appropriate form if Additive Independence holds

among all attributes. The multiplicative form,

IT [1 + kk. ui(x.)],
i ~ ~

where 1 + k ~ IT (1 + kk ), is the appropriate form if the properties of
i i

Preferential Independence and Utility Independence hold among all attri-

butes, but not Additive Independence. A complete description of applying

these concepts to construct a utility function for the National Grains

Authority in the Philippines is given in Part II of this manual.

4. Implementation

Throughout the model con3truction proce33, the re3earcher mU3t be

continuou3ly concerned with the implementation of the decision 3upport 3y3-

tem. He ha3 to be willing to 3acrifice the U3e of 30me 30phi3ticated theorie3

and technique3 in order to achieve an operational model which can be imple-

mented. Since the methodology de3cribed above depend3 very heavily on judg-

ment3 and interview3, it i3 very important that the deci3ion-maker not be

confu3ed with unnece33ary terminology. Where sophisticated tools are un-

avoidable, the re3earcher 3hould construct 3imple example3 to enhance an

intuitive appreciation of the approach.

The model and the computer program de3igned to 301ve the model should

allow for flexibility in the implementation of the decision support system.

Not only mU3t sensitivity analysis be admitted in addition to the optimiza-

tion, but the model should enable the users to efficiently change the values

of the variables, the probability distribution3, and the utility function in

response to interactive feedbacks. This quality of the decision support sys-

tem is extremely important since much of the input is based on judgments of

some officials which may undergo revision.
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One of the advantages of the multiattribute decision analysis ap

proach is the requirement that decision-makers be faced with questions on the

trade-off between attributes and the probabilities of uncertain events. This

process "forces" the decision-maker to consistently evaluate the policy prob

lem, an act which he/she does not typically perform. As the former Adminis

trator of the Rice and Corn Administration in the Philippines said: "If only

these questions, even without the analysis that follows them, were asked ten

years ago, the current situation would have been much better."

In conclusion, multiattribute utility analysis begins a qualitative

analysis of the environment in which the agency must operate, followed by a

specification of a quantitative model and a heavy dose of interaction with the

actual decision-makers and users of the decision support system. The entire

process is represented by information flows in Figure 1. An illustrative ap

plication of this process is presented in Part II of this manual.
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GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS

. '

'. , '

AI

BAECON

E

Additive Independence

Agricultural Harketing Board

Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Philippines

Expectation operator

F
s

= Food sufficiency measure (see x2)

G
e

= Government expenditures measure (see x
S

)

HYV = High-yielding varieties

k, kl , ..• , kS Scaling constants (weights) of the multiattribute

utility function

NGA = National Grains Authority, Philippines

P The market clearing (equilibrium) price of rice (~/Kg)
e

PI = Preferential Independence

Pi The margin of the intermediaries (~/Kg)

P = The actual price of rice to the consumers (t/Kg)
m

P = The actual price of rice to the producers (i/Kg)
p

p* The floor price of rice (t/Kg)
p

P = World market price for rice, c.i.f. Manila ($/Kg)
x

~ = The actual quantity purchased by the consumers per year

(Kg/ capita)

~ = The quantity marketed, necessary to achieve the ceiling

price (Kg/capita)

q* The quantity marketed, necessary to achieve the floorp

price (Kg/capita)
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qs Quantity supplied (Kg/ capita)

qx = Quantity exported (Kg/capita)

r = rate of currency exchange (?/$)

RCA Rice and Corn Administration

R
p

= Producers' revenue measure (see xl)

UI = Utility Independence

ui(X
i

) = Univariate utility function of the ith attribute

u (xl' ...... , x
S

) The multiattribute utility function

V = Price variability measure (see x4)
p

W = Consumers' welfare measure (see x
3

)
c

xl = R = Average net income to farmers (ji/ semes ter)
p

x2 = F = Percent self-sufficiency in rice production
s

x3
W Consumer price of rice CtlKg)

c

x
4 = V = Change in the consumer price of rice from previous

p

period Ci/Kg)

xs = G = Government expenditures per capita (Ii)
e
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1. THE 'UCE INDUSTRY OF THE PHILIPPINES

1.1 Introcuction: The PhiliDDines

The Philippines is an archipelago of about 7,000 islands. Its

total land area is 300,000 square kilometers (116,000 square miles) and its

population is about 44 million. Most of the population (about 95%) is con-

centrated in three groups of islands: 1) The Northern group: Luzon

105,000 Kl, Mindoro - 10,000 ~; 2) The Central group: Samar - 13,000 K~,

Negros - 13,000 K~, Palawan - 12,000 ~, Panay - 11,000 Kit; and 3) Mindanao

2in the South - 95,000 Kill.

The growth rate of the population is 3% per year. This is among

the highest in the world (cofilpared to India - 2.3%, China 1. n and USA 1;1,).

This high rate is attributed to the fact that most of the population belong

to the Roman Catholic Church and also live in the rural areas. The mortalIty

rate~ on the other hand, has decreased dramatically in the last few decades.

Life expectancy has increased from about 37 years in 1900 to about 52 in

1960, 59 in 1970 and 61 in 1978.

As mentioned above, most of the population, more than 80% are

affiliated with the Roman Catholic Church. Other religious groups are Muslims,

Aglipayans and Protestants with about 6% each. Religion is not the only

aspect in Hhich the Spanish influence can be found. The social structure of

the Philippines, its economy and its culture were also heavily influenced by

the Spaniards who ruled the Philippines fran; the middle of the 16th century

to the end of the 19th century. The English language is widely spoken in

the Philippines. It is one of the t·..;o official languages (toget;,er ,.. lth the

Tagalog). It is taught in the elei::2ntary schools and is the only language

used ·~n th,~ high school and univers.i ties. The official. publications of the
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government are in Eng_l.ish as are most of the ne',,;sp3.pers and radio 8Jld

television broadcasts. P~erican influence can be fOQ~d also in other as-

pects of Philippine culture and in the political system (before t,!artial

La'. ) ,

Ranking among the poorest countries in the world, the Philippines·

Gross National Product per capita in 1975 was only $370 (compared with

India - $140, Brazil - $920, Mexico - $1,090, and USA $6,670). Per capita

daily calorie consumption in 1965 was 1900 calories (compared with India 

1950 and Brazil - 2500). Inequality in income is indeed substantial. The

richer 10% of the population earn 40% of the total national income while

the poorer 20% earn only 4%. The average grouth rate in real Gross National

Product per capita is about 1% per year. This is attributed to the low level

of industrialization, primitive agriculture, law level of infrastructure

(road networks, electricity, telephone, irrigation systems, etc.), and also

to the "eaev-going" nature of the Filipinos who are not highly motivated by

"profit-maximization" but rather assign high value to free time.

Agriculture is the most important sector in the national econ0~y,

It accounts for about 50% of total employnent, about 35% of the gross do~estic

production and over 65% of ~xport earnings. Together with its role to meet

the food requirements of the country the agricultural sector also provides

a m3rket for industrial goods since 70% of the population is in the rural

areas.

The principal fa~ products are rice, coconut, sugar) abaca,

tobacco, corn and pineap?le. While rice and corn are grm.JTI for c.o::J.estic

consuC1ption, coconut and its products, sugar and aDdea. account for most of

the Philippi2es export incoce. Mining is the second 30urce of nacional

,
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income. The Philippines is rich in mineral resources like gold, silver,

copper, iron and other metals. The exploitation of these resources is not

very efficient due, again, to low level of techcology and infrastructure.

The economy of the Philippines is based on free enterprise. The

government limits its involvement only into areas where the public sector

does not operate in line with the government view of public welfare. Thus,

for example, the government gets involved in the trade of rice, but only up

to a certain percentage of the total 'trade.

The prospects of the future of the Philippines are controversial.

On one hand there has been progress in the economic and social structure.

The education system is considered to be the best in the Far East. The

middle income class is growing and poverty has decreased in most areas. On

the other hand, the cost of labor is still very low. This results in a

slow adoption of capital investment in equipment and modern technologies and

impedes the industrialization of the country. The low cost of human lahar

may also perpetuate the current social structure in which extreme richness

and poverty coexist and several maids and private drivers are customary in

almost any family in the middle and high income classes. The future political
•

structure of the Philippines is also unclear.

In September 1972, President Marcos declared ~~rtial Law and, thereby,

assumed vast powers. The Congress has been dissolved t the mass media have been

controlled and strikes and demonstrations disallowed. When declaring Hartial

Law, President ~~rcos said it would be temporary and would exist until the

New Society of the Philippines vas established. With the growing opposition

to }fartial Law on one hand and the ~,.,illingness of the governn-:;nt to move

towards.. high~r level of democracy, on the other hand, it is hard to predict

what the day JlJ.y bring foZ'th.
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1.2.1 Introduction

Rice is 'd.th no doubt the most important food crop of the Philippines.

It is the staple food for about 80% of the population. ~~re than one-third

of the areable land is devoted to rice, and about one-half of the labor force

is located in the rice areas.

Although rice is such an important crop for the Philippines the

level of technology and the yields per hectar are relatively very low. See

Table 1 for comparison of yields.

Table 1

Yields of Paddy (rough rice) in Different
Asian Countries - 1975

Country

Afghanistan
Bangladesh
Burma
China
India
Indonesia
Japan
Caillbodia
Korea
Lao
Malaysia
Nepal
Pakistan
PHILIPPINES
Sri Lanka
Taiwan
Thailand
Vietnam

Yield
(Kg. Iha.)

2,148
1,959
1,779
3,536
1,771
2,779
5,954
1,286
5,300
1,340
2,666
2,082
2,264
1,721
2,095
4,323
1,771
2,150

•

Source: A. C. Palacpac, World Rice Statistics, IRRI, April 1977.

As a result of its poor production relative to the fast-growing

population the governr::ent has imported rice almost evert year. (See Ta.ble 2.)
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Table 2

Annual Total Supplv, Imports and Exports ."!- Ric:,.,
Philippines 1960-1977

Total Available
Year SUiJply Imports

(M tons) (M tons)

1960 2.292 .010
1961 2.369 .109
1962 2.455 .070
1963 2.548 .128
1964 2.691 .347
1965 2.959 .524
1966 2.812 .327
1967 2.715 .218
1968 2.902 .174
1969 2.670
1970 3.191
1971 3.277 .018
1972 3.744 .633
1973 2.931 .238
1974 3.723 .311
1975 3.691 .238
1976 3.838 .071
1977 3.962 .024

Exports
(H tons)

.054

.041

.001

Source: A1ix, Kunkel and Gonzales, Analyzing Statistics on Palay Production
Area, Yield, Stock Inventory and the Hasagana '99 Program, Baecon,
Quezun City, 1973.

Importation of rice is not the only activity taken by the governme2t

with regard to the rice industry. In a fact, the government gets involved in

the production, processing and marketicg of rice.

1.2a2 Production

The rice faCQs in the Philippines are divided into two najor groups:

irrigated and non-irrigated. In the irrigated farms the farmers usually grow

more than one crop per year. Sometimes, even three or four. The physical

irrigated rice land accounts ror about 40% of the ri.c.e area" hOf,lever, t.he

harvested irrigated area account3 for 2DO!..J.t 55;~ of the total harvested area.

In the recent years there has b~en an increase in the. irrigated area, altho~gh

this .... rend ~Tas 110re significant in t::e. pro-;inces :·/hich are c.lose-:- to Nanila;
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Central Luzon, Southern Tagalog and Bicol~ The yield per irrigated hectar

is higher than that of a non-irrigated hectar by almost 60%. Not only the

irrigated farms are independent on natural moisture but also there is a high

correlation between irrigation and the use of high-yielding-varieties (HYV),

fertilizers and modern technologies.

The non-irrigated farms consist of lowland and upland areas. The

upland areas are the least productive and there is a constant declining trend

in their total area. (See Table 3.) It has been shown that the impact of H>~

was to increase production levels by 15%-16% while the occurrence of severe

typhoons and drought would pose a negative impact on production by 8% and 14%,

respectively. The impact was shown to be only half of the above on irrigated

areas and 50% more on non-irrigated areas. This indicates that increased

irrigation not only contributes to increased production but provides for a

less variable supply [Alix, Kunkel, and Gonzales, 1978].

There is a significant trend of increasing the use of If\.~ of rice.

HYV are curre~t1y planted on 81% of th- irrigated areas but only on 64% of

the non-irrigated. (See Tables 4, 5, and 6.) Increase in the yields over the

past two decades were responsible for almost all of the increases in the

production. Furthermore, this production came mostly f~om incre~sed irrigated

areas and the High-Yielding-Varieties associated with these areas. The in

crease in irrigated area was offset by a decline in the upland area.

Although rice can be grown all year long there is a clear dis

tinction between the wet and the dry seasons. The wet season (July-December)

produces about 62% of the total annual rice production. At this season both

irrigated and non-irrigated areas are utilized. The yields per hectare in this

season, however, are lower by more than 10% than those of the dry season due

to l(1'..Jer radIation, Im..;er tempe:-atures and higher occurrency of typhoons and

~loo!s. (See Tabla 7.)
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Table 3

Palay: Production. Harvest Area and Yield per Hectare, by Crop Type
Crop Year 1960-1977

IRRIGATED LOWLAND NON-IRRICATED LOWLAND UPLAND
Harvest Yield Harvest Yield Harvest Yield

Crop Production Area Toni Production Area Toni Production Area Toni
Year H Ton '000 has. Hectare M Ton '000 has. Hectare H Ton '000 has. Hectare

1960 1468 10]6 1.44 1645 1500 1.10 627 790 .79
1961 1450 960 1.51 1840 1660 1.11 415 578 .72
1962 1529 987 1.52 1877 1510 1.24 524 682 .77
1963 1589 1014 1.56 1812 1451 1.25 566 697 .82
196/, 1521, 930 1.64 1821, 1530 1.19 494 627 .79
1965 1578 958 1.64 1915 1607 1.19 500 634 .79
1966 ] 7.11, 960 1. 80 1901 151,3 1.23 437 606 .72
1'J6 7 1864 1171 1. 60 1858 H80 1.26 372 445 .84
1968 2271 1309 1. 74 1894 1514 1.25 397 481 .83
1969 25 1,5 1483 1.72 1549 1407 1.10 351 443 .79 I
1970 2761 1346 2.05 2049 1356 1.52 423 412 1.03 Nv,
1971 293J. 1471 2.00 2038 1277 1. 60 374 365 1.02 I

1972 2617 1332 1.96 2170 1548 1.1,0 313 366 .86
197:3 231,4 1241 1. 89 1729 1436 1.20 342 434 .79
197/, 2015 1/.91, 2.02 2195 1534 1.43 384 1,09 .94
1975 3034 1U2 2.14 22U 1674 1. 34 385 453 .85
1976 3370 1495 2.26 2450 1695 1.44 31.0 390 .87
1977 31,94 1490 2.35 2536 1657 1.53 427 401 1.06

S:iUllCE: Bureau of Agricultural :t<:conomics, Quezon CIty.



Table 4

Pa1ay (Rough Rice): Area Harvested of Irrigated and Rainfed Crops.
by Variety Group. Philippines. Crop Year 1970-1977. ('000 Hectares)

IRRIGATED NON-IRRIGATED LOWLAND UPLAND TOTAL

High High All
Yielding Other All Yielding Other Varie-

Crop Year Varieties Varieties Varieties Varieties Varieties ties

1970-1971 985.0 485.5 1470.5 580.4 697.0 1277.4 364.7 3112.6

1971-19/2 977 .1 354.9 1332.0 849.7 698.5 1548.2 366.2 3246.4

•1972-1973 872.8 368.1 1241.0 807.0 629.4 1436.4 431,.4 3111.8

1973-1974 1191,.5 299.2 1493.7 982.1 551.8 1553.9 409.2 3436.8 ,
,~

""1.971,-1975 1108.9 302.8 1411.7 1066.1 608.2 1674.3 {,52.8 3538.8 I

1975-1976 1207.3 287.3 14'./4.6 1092.4 602.3 1694.7 390.0 3599.3

1976-1977 1285.5· 204.0 1489.5 1131.2 536.2 1657.4 400.6 3547.5

SOURCE: Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Quezon City.

.-



Table 5

Pa1ay (Rough Rice): Production of Irrigated and Rainfed Crops
by Variety Group, Philippines, Crop Year, 1970-1977 ('000 ton)

IRRIGATED NON-IRRIGATED LOWLAND UPLAND TOTAL

High High All
YieldIng Other All YieldIng Other Varie-

Crop Year VarIeties VarietIes Varieties Varieties Varieties tIes

1970-1971 1993.4 937.4 2930.8 937.0 1101. 3 2038.3 373.8 53l02.9

1971-1972 2005.8 611.5 2617.3 1226.3 943.3 2169.6 313.2 5100.1

1972-197] 1702.4 641.2 2343.6 1030.5 698.9 1729.4 341.6 4414.6

1973-1974 2450.0 365.0 .3015.1 1503.5 690.9 219l•• 4 384.6 5594.1
I

'"1974-1975 2465.5 568.4 3033.9 1523.6 717.0 2240.6 385.5 5660.0 ~

I

1975-1976 2796.9 572.9 32(,9.8 1648.8 800.7 2449.5 340.2 6159.5

1976-1977 3085.0 408.6 3493.5 1870.8 664.7 2535.5 427.1 61.56.1

SOURCE: Bureau of Agricultural Economics. Quezon City.



Table 6

Palsy (Rough Rice): Yield per Hectare of Irrigated and Rainfed Crops,
by Variety Group. Philippines • Crop Year 1970-1977. (Ton/Hectare)

IRRIGATED NON- IRRIGATED LOHLAND UPLAND TOTAL

High High All
Yielding Other l,lll. Yielding Other Varie-

Crop Year Varieties Varieties Varieties Varieties Varieties I!:ies

1970-1971 2.024 '1..932 '1..993 1.615 !I.. 580 '1..596 uns 1I..7!l.6

1971-1972 2.055 1. 725 1.967 1.443 '1..351 1.401 .854 '1..571

1972-1973 1.949 1. 742 1.888 1.276 1.109 1.204 .788 1.417

1973-1974 2.050 1.888 2.020 1.531 1.254 1.412 .942 1.628
t

N

197/,-1975 2.222 1.879 2.147 1.430 1.179 1.338 .854 1.602 co
I

1975-1976 2.315 1. 993 2.253 1.509 1.329 1.445 .871 1. 720

1976-1977 2.400 2.005 2.345 1.655 1.265 1.530 1.065 1.820

SOURCE: Bureau of AgricUltural Economics. Quezon City •

•

,



TaM.e 7

'PaG.ay: 'Productton. ,Area and YieG.d 'by 'Crop 'Type., 'by 'Semesoer.,
Philippines, Crop Year 1970-1977

IRRIGATEP LOHLANP NON-IRRIGATED LOWLAND UPLAND
Harvest Yield Harvest Yield Harvest Yield

Crop Production Area TonI Production Area TonI Production Area TonI
Year Semester ~Ton '000 has. Hectare H Ton '000 has. Hectare M Ton '000 has. Hectare

1970 I 1667 791 2.11 1589 979 1.62 396 380 'LOll
II 1094 555 1. 97 460 377 1.22 27 32 .811

1971 I 1716 81,0 2.04 141,6 876 1.65 355 31'b 1.02
II 121S 630 1. 92 592 402 1.48 19 19 1.03

1972 I 1'149 745 1.94 1/182 1038 LI12 277 329 .84
II 1169 587 1. 99 688 510 1.35 36 37 .97

1913 T 1333 734 1. 82 1371 1057 1.30 302 377 .80•
III 1011 507 1. 99 359 379 .94 40 57 .70 N

""1974 II 1758 904 1.94 1639 1073 1.52 353 369 .96
II 1257 590 2.13 556 460 1. 20 31 40 .78

1975 I 1597 812 1.96 1535 1139 1.34 338 393 .86
II 1437 600 2.40 705 535 1. 32 47 60 • 79

1976 I 1864 854 2.18 1764 1152 1.53 295 336 .88
II 1506 640 2.35 686 543 1.26 45 54 .84

1977 I 1886 873 2.16 1778 1114 1.60 365 333 1.10
II 1607 616 2.61 758 544 1.40 62 68 .91

SOURCE: Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Quezon City •
•
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1.2.3 Storage and Processing

Because of the seasonal pattern of rice production most of the produce

is stored for about 3-4 months. Farmers store the rough rice (paddy) for self

cons~mption and when they expect higher prices in the future. The storage

facilities of farmers and also those of most traders are of low quality and

the spoilage rate is quite high. The quality of the stored rice depends also

on the practices used in harvesting, threshing and drying. Since most farmers

still use primitive techniques in these activities the quality of the rice and

the net quantity of stored rice are relatively low. It has been estimated

[Asian Productivity Organization, 1970] that losses resulting from pre-storage

practices are about 8% of the crop. Losses in storage are about 5% and in

transportation around 1%. The main cause for losses in storage are rodents

and also moisture and insects.

Out of the total stock of rice in the Philippines, farm-household

storage accounts for about 60%, private, commercial and government stocks

account for about 25% and non-farm household for the rest [~[ears, et al.J.

Most of the rice milling facilities in the Philippines are also quite

primitive. About one-third of the mills are of the kiskisan cype. These mills

are inefficient and have a recovery rate of only 45% by volume [Dri10n and Gold

berg, 1969]. Their cash operating cost is relatively low, and they are quite

simple to operate. A more ~dvanced mill is the cono-type which has a higher

rate of recovery and lower pe~centage of broken grains. The most advanced
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type used in the Philippines is the rubber-roller nill. It is the highast

capital intensive but the best rate of recovery and lowest percentage of

brokens. The average rate of recovery from palay in the farm to rice in the

market place is estimated at 61% [Alix, Kunkel and Gonzales, 1978].

Rice is harvested as paddy with the husk and bran layers. In the

milling process the husk is separated from the grain and the outer layers

of the bran are polished. Unlike other cereals the rice grains are not ground

to a fine flour but rather kept as whole grains. The efficiency of milling

is determined by the rate of recovery from paddy to rice and by the percentage

of broken grains.

L 2. 4 Harketing

The importance of rice marketing in the Philippines is increasing

continuously as the yields per hectare are increased and more farmers get out

of substantive farming. Because of the growing urbanization and the higher

yield associated with the intensified cu:tivation of the new varieties the

percentage of production that has been market-directed has increased from

around 20% in 1920 to over 60% in 1969-70 [aears, et al., 1974].

rne rice in the Philippines moves in the private and government
•

channels. In the private channel the farmer salls: 1) ~n the local market;

stores, mills, consumers, 13ndlords and suppliers of inputs, and 2) to middleoen;

mills or wholsalers. The m.i llers in the consumers f area and the sholesalers

sell the rice to retailers. In the governoent channel the NCA buya paddy £roo

the farmers (if market price goes below the minimum price) and either processes

it in its own mills or sells it to the mills. Froo this stage the rice follows

more or less the same route as in the private c.hannel. If the price to the
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consumers goes above the ceiling pri.ce the NGA releases rice from its o'.n

storage and/or imports rice to drive the price to the ceiling price. (For

detailed charts of the marketing channels see [Mears, et al., 1974, pp. 86-87].)

Most rice consumers buy the low-quality rice with up to 50% brokens. In Manila

which is the biggest single market of rice, however, the rice market is seg

mented, with the upper and middle income groups demand the better quality of

rice.

It is believed that price and income elasticities of demand for rice

in the Philippines are low. Exact figures are not available be~ause of low

levels of significance in the researches done in this matter. Nevertheless,

the estimates of price elasticity of demand for rice range between -.1 and

-.4, and the income elasticity of demand between +.1 and +.4. One explanation

to the low elasticities is that consumers substitute high quality rice by low

quality rice when the price increases and the opposite when the price goes

dOwll or the income increases. (For probabilistic approach to the uncE~tainty

concerning the price elasticity see Section II.)

1.3 Government Intervention in the Rice Industry

Because of its major role in the economy rice, has always been a

political commodity in the Philippines. Government intervention in the rice

industry began as early as in 1857 with the elimination cf the import duties.

In 1936 the government itself entered more actively into .:he trade of rice.

At that year the government established the National Rice and Corn Corporation

(N~RIC) with the objectives of assuring the farmers a fair in~one and the

consumers a steady supply of rice in a reasonable price [Buencamino, 1937J.

NARIC established a minimum price at which it bought rice from the farmers
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and also imported rice in years where low production drove the consur:!ers' pt',L..::.e

above some certain levelsw In 1962, after years of corruption and losses,

NARIC was dissolved and the Rice and Corn Administration (RCA) was established.

RCA's responsibilities and objectives were similar to those of NARIC. Despite

their efforts, neither N,~,IC nor RCA were very successful in achieving their

objectives. The income of farmers remained low, there was a black market of

rice in the big cities and no price stability.

In 1971 President Marcos, in Presidential Decree #4 ordered the

establishment of the National Grains Authority (NGA), which took the responsi-

bilities held by RCA.

Government involvement in the rice industry is not restricted only

to NGA activities which include price policy, procurement, distribution, post-

harvest facility development, industry regulation and some research. Other

agencies, authorities, councils, commissions, bureaus and banks also partici-

pate in the policy making, subsidizing, ~romoting and developing the rice

industry. The actitivies of all these bodies are not always well coordinated.

Each body has its own budget and even if all were operating optimally it was

not necessary that the system as a whole would operate optimally •
•

The government promotes the rice industry by s«bsidizing the inputs

(fertilizers, working capit,l, etc.). It develops irrigation systems and

promotes research and extension services. Land reform, credit diffusion,

imports and crop insurance are among some other activities by which the govern-

ment expects to achieve its social and economic goals for the benefit of the

farmers and the consuners.
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1.4 The National Grains Authorityl

The National Grains Authority (NGA) was established by Presidential

Decree N". 4 i=ediately after Nartial Law was declared in September 1972.

NGA replaced the Rice and Corn Administration (RCA) and inherited its task"

and responsibilities. This Act was part of the new government's desire to

get rid of "undesirables" and to expand the degree of involvement of local

government· officials in the rice program [Nangahas, 1975].

The NGA adopts the policy of the state to promote the integrated

growth and development of the grains industry so that to fulfill its social

responsibilities and be capable of providing adequate and continuous food

supply and contributing its share to the national economy. The basic objec-

tives of NGA are:

1) Increased and efficient productivity to meet growing demand.

2) Higher income and living standards of farmers.

3) Stabilized grain prices within the reach of low-income families.

4) More foreign exchange earnings for whatever grain product which
may be available for export.

5) Efficient processing and distribution system of grains.

6) Maximum development and utilization of by-products.

Actions taken by NGA to achieve its objectives are:

1) Providing farmers with ready market· for their produce at
government supporc price which is based on their cost of
production and a "fair" income.

~arts of this s2ctioil were deriv2d from various NGA publications.

2) Holding buffer stock for adequate supply and stability of
grain prices "within the reach of low-income fanilies."
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3) Information campaign, extension service and credit incenti'ves
for the adoption, in the production, processing and dL:;tribu
tion, of new technologies and systems.

4) Import grains in periods when local production is not sufficien[
to cover the deoand at the desirable price.

5) Export grains when the supply exceeds the demand.

Procureoent and distribution of grains and especially rice are the

most important activities of NCA. Host of the budget and manpower is spent

in this area.

Presidential Decree No. 4 specifically provides that~

NCA shall devise a system by which it can insure the adequacy
of supply and stability of consumer prices at levels within the
reach of the low-income families while maintaining the announced
floor price to assure farmers or producers with a fair return on
their investment. The rationale behind this is the fact that
grain is a major item in the food basket of Filipino families.
Thus, it has a pervasive effect on Philippine society such that
the slightest imbalance in its supply and price is felt nation'Nide.

Nevertheless, NGA limits its market intervention to the extent of p~ocuring

and distributing only 10% of the market-~irected grain produce. In addition,

NGA builds up a "security buffer stock" which at the onset of the traditional

lean months melst be such a volume equivalent to at least 30 days consumption

requirement of the u"ban populace.
•

In policy making the most important decision i~ to determine the

floor price to the producers and the ceiling price to the consumer. These

two decisions are not indep~ndent. Since NGA wants to keep the margin of the

middlemen fixed more or less, a decision regarding the price to the producers

implies also the price to the consuners.

The curren t rr:ethod by which NGA determineS the minimum price to the

producers is by esti~~ti~g the average cost per kilogram of rice produced,

plus some "fairH profit. In order to do tha.t ~~GA needs infomation on the
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average cost of production per hectare and the average yield per hectare.

It should be noted that the decision on the minimum price is not necessarily

consistent with the constraint of market intervention to the extent of maxi

mum 10%. In a good year, when the yields are high, NGA might procure much

of the produce in order to assure the floor price. This may result in

procurement of more than 10%. On the other hand, since NGA is limited by

its storage capacity it might not be able to procure all the produce necessary

to assure the floor price. In these cases NGA usually exports the excess

produce but the total amount procured, for domestic consumption &,d for

axport may well exceed 10% of the quantity sold by the farmers.

In conversations with farmers it was found that the floor price

does not always hold. Because of administrative delays, palay with high

percentage of moisture, and inability to reach NGA buying stations farmers

were forced to sell their palay for 100 and even p.95 per kilogram when

the official floor price was ~1.10 per kilogram palay. One would expect that

when farmers get the floor price (~l.lO/kg.) the consumers would pay less

than the ceiling price (~2.10/kg.). But, as a matter of fact,~which NGA

officials do not deny, the farmers get the floor price and the consumers

do pay the ceiling price. (More on these issues can be found in the next

section.)

Another shortcoming in determining the floor price with respect

to the farmers' profit only is the inability to incorporate the implications

on other objectives of the government like self-sufficiency, price stability,
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etc.. In a.ddition, the uncertainty effects,which are very cornman in any agri-

cultural system and especially in the Philippines, are not taken into con

sideration when the price policy is made.

NGA deals with all grains produced in and imported into the country.

The ffiOst important, however, are rice, corn and wheat.

Besides procurement and distribution, NGA also aids in programs

involving:

1) Corporate farming

2) Postharvest facilities

3) Industry regulation

4) Research

5) Extension services

(See Chart 1.)

Since its establish~ent in 1972 KGA has contributed signifi-
..~

cantly to the grain industry of the Philippines. During that period the

country has reached a stage in which self-sufficiency in food supply is not

anymore an unattainable goal. Due to rese~rch, introduction of new te~hnolo

gies and extension services the yields per hectare have continuously increased.

In a span of six years NGA has diversified from mere marketing to

the vast areas of grains infrastructure, corporate farming~ industry regula

tions, research, extension services and even conservation. Hheat and feed-

grain, never before handled by its predecessors, are now within the opera-

tional scope of NGA.

Nevertheless, the role of NGA is not yet over. Farmers' income is

st·ill far belm, the average. 'lith the fast growing population there is a need

for Eore and faster introduction of modern technologies in production) storing

and milling, to keep in pace with the grmoling d,,,,,and.
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2. HODEL fOR GO'lERC;c.1ENT INTERVENTION IN THE GRAn,S nmUSTRY

2.1 Introduction

In the following two sections, we develop two models. The first is

for the government involvement in the grains industry. This is a comprehen-

sive but general modeL The objectives and the options of the gover"nent

as well as the uncertainties and the dynamic aspects of the system are out-

lined. There is not, ho~ever, a detailed description of the system at

that stage. The second model is a representation of NGA's objectives

and alternatives. This model is a significantly simplified version of

the first model. It is much more detailed, however, and the full specifica-

tion is given.

The approach taken in this chapter, and in this work as a

whole, is similar to that mentioned by Little. "The best approach is to

lead the Do~ential user through a sequence of models of increasing scope

and complexity •••• Often a user, having a simple model, will start to ask

for just the additional considerations found in the advanced models."

A similar approach is suggested by Hammond. "It is f,:r bette"r to get a
•

simple version of a model up and running as soon as possible, use it for

a while, and then expand it on the base of enhanced underst2nding. A

cectain self-restraint is advisable in such expansions, since the te,dency

is to err in the direction of too much machinery and detail." Tim:ner in

a Methodological Introduction to the Political ECOn02j of Rice in A3ia

{Timmer, 197sa] claims that, "while. economists r,..~ere busy rr.e;lsuring cc::<tand
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and supply elasticities in a ceteris paribus world, the astonishing

variation in national "rules of the game" and the frequency with which

these rules changed were ignored or went unnoticed. The result was a

myopic blend of tcchnical sophistication with an air of unreality that

politicians often (rightly) rejected."

Following this approach we were willing to sacrifice a full

representation of all factors taking part in the grains industry and to

compromise on the accuracy of the data used for making the model more

implementable and understandable to its users.

2.2 Model for Decision ~~king in the Government Level

2.2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we do not distinguish between different govern-

ment agencies involved in the grains industry of the Pi1ilippines. We

rather view the government as the sole body which has some control ov~r

the industry.

2. Uplifting the productivity and per capita income of
grain farmers.

1. Sustained food production programs to meet the demend
of the fast-growing population.

3. Stabilization of th2 consEffiers' price of grains for
the benefit of the lo~-income group.

1Based on government publications and interv~ews with gov~rnzent

officials.

I
I
I
!,,
f
i

I
i

Objectives2.2.2

By its grains policy the government wishes to achieve the

following objectives: l



4. Product and by-product dev8lop~ent both for local con
sw:::;.ption and for the e.Kport market, thereby generace
employment and earn more foreign exchange.

5. Decrease government expenditures with regard to support
ing the grains industry.

Similar objectives, although named differently, are proposed

by Mangahas (1975J. These objectives are: political stability,

consumers' welfare, farm income, anti-inflation and self-sufficiency.

Timmer outlines eight broad areas of objectives that Asian countries

have pursued with their rice policies [Timmer, 1975J. These are:

1. welfare protection for consumers,
2. income generation for farmers,
3. generation of government revenue,
4. generation of foreign exchange,
5. reduced reliance on uncertain foreign markets for

the basic foodstuff (seli-sufficiency),
6. price stability (both inter- and intra-seasonally),
7. regional developtent (and equity), and
8. prOVision of adequate nutrition.

YillSt of these objectives are found also in [Apiraksirikul and Barker,

1977] and [Herdt and Lacsina, 1976J.

Since some of these objectives conflict with others it is impos-

sible to suggest a policy which would optimize each of the objectives and

by that the system as a w~ole. It is necessary, therefore, to construct•

an objective function which will incorporate the performance in each of

the objectives and the proper weights, to be associated wit~ them.

The following six objectives were chosen to refl 'ct the most

important issues confronted by the government with regard to grains policy:

1. Increasing farmers' inco~e

2. Increasing consumers' welfare
3. Self-sufficiency in food production
4. Price stability
5. Increase genera~ivn of foreign e~ch3nge

6. Decrease goverr~ent expenditures
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2.2.3 Alternatives and Optlo~s__of the Government

A variety of OPCiOflS is open for the government for promoting

its objectives. Among these are those whic.h improve the infrastructure

for the agricultural system as a ,,-hole like development of the transpor-

tation and communication net~orks, national development of irrigation

systems, land reform and more.

More specifically, for the grain industry the government has

the following alternatives:

1. Price policy - floor price and ceiling price
2. Subsidizing fertilizers
3. Irrigation systems in grain areas
4. Extension services
5. Crop insurance
6. Subsidizing farm equipment
7. Farm credlt
8. Research promotion
9.. Rationing

10. Storage
11. Imports and exports

Mangahas [1975] lists some rice policies and their effects on

the government objectives. See Table 1.

Objectives
Political Consumer Farm Anti.., Sel£-

Policy Stability {.JelL-are Income inflatior: su Ffici2..£S::.-----

Floor price + + +
Farm credit + + + +
Fertilizer subsidy + + + + +
Farm equipment subsidy + + + + +
Extension + + + + +
Imports + + .,.
Ceiling price + +
Ratloning + + +
Land transfer + + + + +

Table 1 - Effects of Rice Policies on Cover~ment

Objectives in the Philippines

"
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The policy tools open for the government are not just these eleven

mentioned above. In each policy the goverllinent has to decide ou the

level at which to operate.. For most alternatives there is a continuous

range in which to choose the optimal level. In addition, the optimal

policy to be taken by the government is not juSt the collection of all

"optimal" levels in each alternative but rather the optimal combination

of all levels of operation in the different options.

2.2.4 Uncertainties

Uncertainty is one of the main· features of agricultural

commodity systems. Weather conditions, pests and diseases cause high

fluctuations in the quantity produced. Uncertainty in the grain industry

of the Philippines is even greater than most other crops and most other

countries.

2.2.4.1 Nature Conditions

Weather conditions, pests and diseases are the basic sourCd

of uncertainty in the production of grains in the Philippines. Typhoons,

floods and droughts are common phenomena in the Philippines. It was

shown [A1ix, Kunkel and Gonzales, 1978J that the occurrenCe of a'severe

typhoon and drought causes production to decline by 8% and 14%, respectively.

If both typhoons and droughts occur in the same year a 22% decline in

production can be expected.
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Another randoI:1 variable on the production side is the amount of

response by farmers to govern:nent policies. Although SOlile research was

done in the area of price elasticity of the supply of rice and corn

(Mangahas, Recto and Ruttan, 1966] and [Sison and Hayami, 1977], most

of the results were not statistically significant and examined only a

few areas of farmers response to government policies.

2.2.4.3 Demand

The demand for grains in the Philippines is also a random

variable. Some government officials and economists claim that the

quantity consumed per capita is fixed. Their explanation is that when

~ there are changes in the prices of grains the consumers change the quality

of food grains they buy rather than the quantity. This is true, they

claim, not only for the aggregate grains but also for each co~~odity

separately. The evidences from the econom:!.c research, however, do f!:1t

support this argument. Different researchers show that the price

elasticity of the demand for food grains in the Philippines is rather

negative. (Nasal, 1971;, [Apiraksirikul, 1972], [}!ears, 1973J,.[Te, 1978J.

Since different results wer~ obtained by different researchers it has

been necessary to a3sign a subjective probability distritution over

diff~rent dem2nd functioQs.

2.2.4.4 The \-i'ozld :·~,J.rk2t E'rice

Decisio~s on export, im~ort 2~d storage should depend, among

other variables, on the ?rlce of gL3ins in the world D~rket) in the
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following season. These prices are not known with certainty~ A

probability distribution, has, therefore, to be assigned over this

variable. This distribution will depend on time series analysis as well

as on updated information about weather conditions, pests and diseases

in the grains producing countries.

Z.Z.4.5 Prices

The prices of grains to the producers and consumers are also

uncertain. We do not have, however, to evaluate a probability distribution

over the prices since it is determined by the intersection of the supply

and the demand curves. Thus, if, for example, there is a probability

(PI) that the supply curve is SA and a probability (PZ) that the demand

is DB' then there is a probability of PI * Pz (joint probability) that

the price would be Pab (see Figure 1).

rrice

•

Quantity Supplied

Figure 1 - Demand, Supply and Price Relationship
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We distinguish bet",-een tr.....o cJcles of production per year.

'.

These are the ~~t scm2st2r and the dry semester. (This is true mainly

for rice, but can be. assuI:\2.d for grains in general.) Sooe of the

government decisions can be changed each semester~ These are the I:linimum

and ma..'<imum price, imports, exports J anJ storage decisions, and

subsidies to inputs. Other alternatives, however, require a longer

period for planning and executing. These are construction of irrigation

systems, research and extension service programs, ~~ld crop insurance and

farm credit policies.

Some of -the objectives, on the other hand, have short-run

implications (price stability) while others have long-run~plications

(food sufficiency).

The horizon-plan of the model should, therefore, be loug

enough to account for those implications ...;hich occur some years after

a certain alt2rnative is chosen. In addit~on the model has to reprS3ent

the dynamic properties of the system. We shall distinguish between

three types of dynamic influences: stock variables, constraints and

learning.

Stock v3riable3 a. ..:e those variables, the level of which at

the end of period t has an impact ou the decision nade at period t+l.

For exa~ple, the quantity of grains in storage at the end of a cert~i2

y~ar would influence the decisions to b8 odde with regard to promoti(.g

the production in the folloT""ing yea::-.
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Some decisions in a certni[l year may impose some constraincs

on the decisions in the following years. These decisions may result in

some stock variables like storage c2pacity or stock of irrigation systems.

They may result also in some political constraints. If, for example,

because of political pressure, the government "feels" that it cannot

increase the price to the consumers by more than 10% per year, it might

decide to increase the price in a certain year by 8% and in the following

by another 8%, even if it finds that the best policy could have been not

to increase the price at that certain year and if necassary to increase

the price by 17% in the following year.

The third dynamic property is the effect of learning along

the horizon plan. Since the parameters of most variables are uncertain,

the government can learn from the results at the end of each cycle.

The future implication of this learning can be taken into account at

the time when the decisions are made. (See [Pratt, Raiffa and Schlaifer,

1965] and [Rausser, 1978] for an explanation on the Preposterior An~lysis

and Active Learning, respectively.)

2.2.6 Su~~ary of the Govern3ent Model

When viswing the Philippines government involvement in the

grains industry we identify the following characteristi~s:

a. Main objectives

1. increased farm income
2. increased consumer welfare
3. self-sufficiency in food production
4. price stability
5. improvement of balance of pa~T!ents

6. decrease in governnent expendit~res
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b. Available policies

1. price policy
2. subsidies to inputs: fertilizers, pesticides, credit
3. develo?~2nt of irrigation 3YSt2~S

4. extension services
5. research
6. crop insurance
7. import and export
8. buffer stock storage

c. Uncertainties

1. nature conditions
2. farmers' response to governnent policies
3. demand for grains
4. world market price for grains

The decision tree in Figure 2 summarizes the above characteristics.

"

Figure 2 - Decision Tree for Government Activiti~s in
the Grains Industry of the Philippin2s

6

Farmers
Response

Demand 7

•
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Remarks:

1. The performance ~easures of the government's objectives
are measured a~d evaluated at the end of each cycle.

2. Since the production of grains is, more or less, continuous
along the cycle, the order of the Demand - Decision -
World Prices is not very accurate. I~p0rt, export and
storage decisions are made partially after the world price
for grains is known and before som~ demand is known.
Certainly the decision regarding imports, exports, and
storage in cycle t are made before the \;orld price and
the demand of cycle t+l are known.

3. In addition to the six alternatives described at the
beginning of the tree we have to consider all the possible
combinations of these policies under so~e budget or
managerial constraints.

4. All the probability distributions shown in the tree have
only three-point discrete probability functions. These,
may, of course, be extended to more points and even a
continuous density function given the functional relation
ships between the random variable and oth~r variables, the
performlli~ce measures, for example, are knovm.

5. Since the performance measures are evaluated at the end
of each cycle it is not at all a simple task to construct
an appropriate objective function that would account for
tae different weights of the different objectives and at
different periods.

6. Note that there are no e:~licit requirement constraints
in the model. One possible requirement could be that at
least 80% (for example) or the total consumption of. grains
would coma from the domestic production. rae problem ~ith

such constraints is that we do not allow for any trade-offs
between this requirement and other requirement~ at the
level of the constraint. Thus, for the example given above,
79% of self production would never be acceptable even if
this would drive all other objectives to some extrem2ly
desirable levels. 3y using the multi-attribute utility
function as an objective function we can overcome this
proble~ by assigning a very lew preference to the 80%
self production but a high preference to the combinaticn
with the desired levels of the other objectives.
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Mangahas [1975] outlines the following constraints on any

policy taken by the government: peace and order, production parameters,

deo3.nd parawe.ters, the. supply of foreign assistance, the mdrketing

system, foreign supply of fertilizers, goverlli~ent ad3inistrative

capacity, the goverr&ent budget, the welfare of organized political and

economic groups, and the welfare of the civil service. All these

constraints can be taken care of by the probability distributions assigned

to the random variables like production and demand (a zero probability

would be assigned to production and demand which "re out of the capacity

or reasonability bounds), and by the functional form and weights of the

utility function.

2.2.7 Problems and Difficulties in the Government Model

Practically and theoretically the government model is too

complicated. The following problems and difficulties arise in its

specification and implementation.

2.2.7.1 The COQnodity

In the government codel we treated all grains as one CO;fu110dity .

•
Not only that the characteristics of the production, processing, marketing

and consuTJption are different for rice, corn and wheat, they also differ

for different varieties ani grau23 of a certain grain cr0 p4 In addition

there are inter-relationships between the different crops. These are the

cross-elasticities of the decarru and su?ply and the competition on the

Cf)!1SU32r's purchasing pOT,...'02f 2.,td on the ?rcd:...:.c:ti.:Ju CleanS. The governme.nt
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should not necessarily take the same policy in dealing with different

crops. Thus, it may choose to promote the researc.h on rice prcdl1ction

but not of corn. This increases significantly the ~umber of the

alternatives to be ex~mined to a level which is far beyond a reasondble

analysis.

2.2.7.2 Number of Alternatives

Even if we consider only one crop the number of possible

alternatives is enormous. rne alternatives outlined in the government

model are not Yes-No alternatives. For each alternative there is a

continuous range of possible levels to be chosen. Thus the range of all

possible combinations of the different alternatives is infinite.

2.2.7.3 Objective Function

Because of the significant role uncertainty and risk play in

the agricultural industry these factors have to be incorporated in the

objective function. With the different objectives of the government,

the appropri~te objective function is the expected value of a multi-

attribute utility function. Since, in the government model"we evaluate
.

the performance measure at the end of each cycle along the horizon plan

it is necessary to take into account the time factor. Two problems arise

in this respect. First, the nlli~ber of objectives is multiplied by the

number of cycles. Thus, for exarr.ple, the horizon plan is three

years (six cycles) and there are six objectives, the total number of

the attributes -v:ould b~ 36. The second problem, which is related to the



first, is that within the. frdc2work of multi-·'dttribute. utillty analy.sis

it is not a simple task to consider the time factor. Discounting of

future: values, a c.o~'TIon technique in dealing with a strea!?l of cash flows

can be. used only under certd.in independence. relationships (see [Heyer,

1976]) •

2.2.7.4 Applicability for NGA

NGA is only one of several agencies who are involved in the

grains industry of the Philippines. Most of the alternatives mentioned

in the government model are not under SCA's authority, Only price pelicy,

import and export, and storage policy are under its control. Since this

work is aimed to assist NCA in making decisions we shall assume that

all other decisions made by the other government agencies are known to

NGA and are use.d as inputs in the decision making process.

2.2.7.5 Horizon Plan and Dynamics of the ,wdel

The issue of short-run vs, long-run policies is well summarizeo

in Tiomer's article - The Political Economy of Rice in Asia: Lessons

and Implications [Timner, 1975b]. "Policy I:Jakers li'1e forevE!r in any

short run. Even if they perceive the long-run possibilities, they must

react to short-run realities4 But some short-run policie::; have m.ore

favorable long-run implication3, and the secret of success is to search

these out4"

, "
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MODEL FOR PRICE POLICY FOR RICE IN THE PHILIPPINES

3.1 Introduction

In this section we develop a model for decision making on price

policy for rice to be implemented and used by the NGA. Because of the diffi-

culties in the government model, described in Section 3.2.7, the model has

been simplified SO it would fit NGA's needs, objectives and responsibilities,

and be manageable by NGA's officials. This model deals only with rice rather

than all grains and only with part of NGA's activities rather than all possible

interventions by the government. The model developed here is not only directly

useful but can also be regarded as an initial version of a more comprehensive

representation.

We have chosen to work with rice only. It represents 80% of the

grains consumed in the Philippines. The relationships between the produc-

tion and consumption of rice and other grains, n&~ely, the cross elasticities

of supply and demand were only partially investigated, and most of the find-

ings were statistically insignificant. (See [Mangahas, Recto and Ruttan,

1965], [Sison and Hayami, 1977]). Incorporation of these vague relation-

ships would not improve the model significantly and also would unnecessarily

complicate the analysis. For the same reasons, the horizon plan of the model

is one cycle of rice production, namely, one semester. The application and
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analysis of the model were done for the wet cycle in which almost two·-th irds

of the rice is produced in both irrigated and nonlrrigated farms. Some minor

changes in the model will be necessary to adjust it for the dry season.

The problem this model is designed for is: What should be the price

policy for rice which would maximize the "total rice welfare" in the

Philippines.

3.2 Objectives

The "total rice welfare" is quite a fuzzy objective. It consists

of the welfare of all the participants in the rice system, namely, consumers,

producers, the government, intermediaries, input suppliers and others. Fol-

lowing are the objectives, a combination of which was chosen to represent

the "total rice welfare" of the Philippines.

1) Increased income of farmers

2) Self-sufficiency of rice production

3) Increased consumers' welfare

4) Decrease price variability

5) Decrease govermr.en t e>:pend i tures

These five objectives are only a suhset of the list appearing La

2.2.2. They were selected by NGA's officials as their most important objectives.

The objective of improving the balance of payments via price policy

for rice was regarded by NGA officials as less important and. therefore, ~as

excluded from. the model. To measure performance and to determine the

optimal policy with regard to hot.; much rice should be s tared or e ..:;.:ported,

released from storage or imported, it was necessary to construct a com-

plicated model for reserve stock policy.
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Figure 1

Price Policy Alternatives of NGA
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Krishn3 [1967] argues: liLt is true that input price subsidiza-

tion avoids ~n i~~ediate incre~se in food and raw material prices, but

this will noC prevenc a long-run sceep increase in cheir prices if input

subsidization does not succeed in stepping up agricultural output at

the same rat~ as price guarantees ~ould. In?ut subsidization illay seen

cheaper chan product price supporc in che short run, buc producc price

"supporc may prove cheaper in the long run.

The horizon plan of a model does usually reflect the period at

which the performance is evaluated. If the horizon plan is longer th3~

,

one cycle the model should specify the relationships between the different

cycles. These relationships are the dyuamic characteristics of the systen.

In the government model, these dynamic characteristics are

quite difficult to be measured. The impact of some stock variables li~e

the quantity of £rai~s in sto~age or the total irrigated land can be

quantified and incorporated in the model. The impact of the dyna=ic

political constraints and the learning effects, however, is not easily

quantified.
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This srea is currently under research conducted in the lnternil:1onal

Rice Research Institute (IRRI) in the Philippines, [Te, 1978J. The results. of

this research, when completed, could be introduced into our fra~ewor~ with the

additionsl objectives. Another reason for excluding this objective which was

regarded by NGA officials as less important was to improve our ass~ssment of

the multiattribute utility function. Since the concepts of utility analysis

are not very familiar to the NGA's officials we felt it ~as neceSS2rv to :i~:t

the number of at tributes and bv this to decrease the d if f icu 1tip, f ~rp<1 ,.+p~

determining the independence relationships between the different attrlh,,' •• ,

and when presenting the analvsis to the users.

3.3 The Alternatives of NGA

The price policy for rice consists of determining the floor

*price to the producers, Pp 0' IKg palay); ceiling price to the consumers,

*P (Y/Kg rice); and reserve stock policy. We shall evaluate only the
m

different alternatives of floor and ceiling price. It will be assumed

that if the market clearing price, Pe, is above the ceiling price, the

government would import the quantity necessary to drive the price down

to the ceiling price. If the market clearing price is below the floor

price, the government would export rice to drive the price up to the

*floor price. The current floor price to the producer (Pp) is 1.10 11Kg

*of palaY,and the ceiling price to the consumers (Pm) is 2.10 Y/Kg of

rice.

Three different levels of floor price to the fa~ers (1.00, l.l~

and 1.20 1/Kg palay) and eight diffErent levels of ceiling price to the cnn

SUffiers (l.70, 1.90. 2.10. 2.30, 2.5 r " 2.7 1), 2.QO and 3.10 J'!Kg rice) I.·ill be

evaluatec. In additio:1. we shall ev.:::l'J3te the 11frt;·t: f:2rket ll policy, nd:-:-:21y,

no floor or ceiling price. The toral nurb;:;'." of altern3.ti\.'es to be e"31uJ.:ed

is, therefore, J'~ + 1 = 25. (See figure 1.)
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Uncertainties
_._~----

3.4. L E,uDply

The total quantity supplied by the farmers is the total quantity

produced less household consumption of farmers

'.

(3.1)

It is assumed that the quantity consumed by the farmers .is fixEd

irrespective of the price for rice. This is based on [Toquero, et aI,

1975] and [Barker and Hayami, 1976].

The quantity produced is a function of the nature conditions, the

amount of hectares devoted to rice and the amount of inputs (fertilizers,

labor, etc.) per hectare.

~ - I ~

Qp
~ f (N, I ) (3.2)r' r-where Q

p
is the quantity produced

-N is the nature condi t ions

L is the total land devoted to rice
r

'"'I is the level of inputs devoted to rice
r

The amollnt of land and inputs devoted to rice depends} among other

variables, on the floor price of palay to the farmers. Before the intro-

duction of the High Yielding Varieties (HYV) the farmer's response to changes

in price were mostly attributed to chan,:;es in th',:: 1c:md devoted to rice [Mangahas,

Rec to and Ruttan]. In the recen t years, hO\.ieV"2T, it was found [Sison and

Hayami] that: (a) "The response of rice area to price declined as cultivation

frontiers were pushed into marginal area ..• and (b) the response of rice yield

per hectare to price increased owing to the introduction of new rice technology

and the development of irrigation systems which heavily influenced the applica-

tion of fertilizer and related inplJts in response to chgnges in the price 0f

rice relative to the price of those inputs.!l
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Table 1

Subj ective Probability Distributions of Nature Conditions

Person Good Moderne Bad-----"-

1 .25 .5 .25

2 .3 .4 .3

3 .16 .5 .34

4 .2 .5 .3

5 .25 .5 .25

6 .25 .5 .25

7 .2 .5 .3

The probabilities do not differ very much froM interviewee to another.

The average probabilities are P(G) = .23, P(M) = .49, P(B) = .28. Therefore,

for the simplicity of the analysis and the presentation of the model we have

chosen the following probability distribution:

Good nature conditions

Moderate nature conditions

P = .2

P = .5

Bad nature conditions P .3

The 10% below and above the normal production for Bad and Good years,

respectively, are based on inter/iews with the staffs of the Departments of

Agricultural Economics in 1RR1 and UPLB. The figures in Table 2, which are

based on hard data rather than subjective, also confirm the suggested range of

+ 10%.

Alix, Kunkel and Gonzales [1978J have found that the impact of adVerse

weather conditions on nonirrigated palay ~JS 50% htgtler than the average and In

irrigated farms about 50j~ less that the average. Thus, we shall aSSUl'J2 that :n

a good year irrigated and nonirdgated yields would he 10";< and 115% ~f the

average, respectively, and in a bad year 95% and 35% of the av~ragef re3pecti~ely.
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Another measure for the distribution of nature conditions can be

supplied by the historic variation of the average yield per hectare. Since

the changes in the average yield are due not just to nature conditions but also

to technological change, the average yields will be adjusted by the trend over

the period examined.

Two trend analyses were done over the period 1956-1975. In the first,

the average growth rate of yield was calculated for five IS-year periods. The

average of these five rates was taken as the average growth rate of yields over

the 20-year period.

• 1. 0228

4

I-l+~L
i=O

where Y
t

is the average yield in year t. The actual yields (Y
t

) were then

inflated by the appropriate power of I. Thus,

yl = y I 197 5-t
t t'

where y; are the adjusted yields.

The adjusted yields were divided by their mean to give the measure

of nature conditions (N
l )
t

"'the computed values (y ) ~ere calculated. The measure for nature conditions
t

~t) was the ratio between the actual yield (Y
t
) and the computed yield.

The regression line was found to be

:

I
I
I
~

f,
~,

I

Then

for the results of the analyses.

Nl = y1/yl
t t t

The second trend analysis was done by fitting a regression line.

Yt = 1054 + 30·(t-1956)

See Table 2
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Table 2

Average Palay Yields in the Philippines:
Trend and Variation, 1956-1975

yt(KlJ/hec.) yl N
1 ,.. "Year Y Nt t t t

1956 1,194 1,832 112 1,054 113

1957 1,209 1,814 110 1,084 111

1958 1,016 1,490 91 1,114 91

1959 1,107 1,588 97 1,144 97

1960 1,131 1,586 97 1,174 96

1961 1,158 1,588 97 1,204 96

1962 1,230 1,649 100 1,234 100

1963 1,255 1,645 100 1,264 99

1964 1,245 1,594 97 1,294 96

1965 1,248 1,564 95 1,324 94

1966 1,310 1,605 98 1,354 97

1967 1,322 1,583 96 1,384 95

1968 1,380 1,616 98 1,414 98

1969 1,334 1,527 93 1,444 92

1970 1,681 1,882 115 1,474 114

1971 1,716 1,878 114 1,504 114

1972 1,571 1,681 102 1,534 102

1973 1,419 1,484 90 1,564 91

1974 1,627 1,664 101 1,594 102

1975 1,599 1,599 97 1,624 98

Average 1,643 100 1,139 99.8

Source (to Yt >: £E~~e Statistical Yearbook, 1977.

, '.
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We see that the two measures of nature conditions are very similar

to each other. If we divide the indices (N~ and ~t) into three groups:

l)(N t ~ 104; 2) 103~ Nt 397;

F(N
t

?- 104) = 4

F(103", Nt -'l 97) = 11

F(N :<. 96) = 5t ....

and 3) Nt ~ 96, we get the following frequencies:

or P (N ~ 104) = .2
r t

or P (l03~ N ~97) .55
r t

or P (N ~ 96) = .25
r t

These probabilities are very similar to those calculated based on the

subjective assessments. It should be noted, however, that the frequencies

above are based on ap arbitrary choice of the ranges. In addition, the yie~ds

only
are not influenced/by the nature conditions and a constant technol06ical change.

The policy of the government, the expectations of the farmers, availability of

inputs and other factors also contribute to the variations in the yields.

Nevertheless, it seems that the subjective probability of distribution of nature

conditions can and should be replaced by a more accurate and objective one.

3.4.1.2 Farmers' Response

We have distinguished between two types of farms: Irrigated and

Nonirrigated. In the irrigated farms the farmers usually grow more than one

crop per year. They are less vulnerable to nature conditions and are more

profitable. The nonirrigated farms, however, are less intensively cultivated.

Most of them are in the areas far from the big marketing centers and are

less flexible in their marketing options. Tables 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7

in Section 1 show the differences between irrigated and nonirrigated farms

With respect to production, yields and the adoption of High Yielding Varieties.

NGA officials and Filipino agricultu,al economists have been asked to

assess the response of farmers who grow rice in irrigated and noni,rigated far~s

to different levels of floor price for palay. Their assessments are surn..:.'TlarizE:Q

in Table 3.
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Table 3a
, '.

Distributions of Farmers Response
to Floor Price of Palay = 1.00 l'IKg

Irtigated Nonirrigated

% of production* 80 90 95 100 105 Ave. 80 90 95 100 105 Ave,

Proportions
given by:

Person ill .2 .7 .1 .995 .05 .95 .9975

Person 112 .6 .2 .2 .86 .3 .3 .4 .91

Person 113 '1. 1. 1- 1.

Person 114 .35 .5 .15 .99 .2 .7 • 1 .995

Person 115 .2 .8 .96 .4 .6 .96

Person 116 1. 1. 1. 1.

Average .97 .997

Standard Deviation .05 .03

*% of production is relative to 100% which is the planned production of farmers with t~le

current level of minimum price which is 1.10 l'Ikg palay.

Table 3b

Distributions of Farmers Response
to Floor Price of Palay 1. 20 '1IKg

Irrigated ~onirrigateJ

% of Prodcution 80 100 105 110 Ave. 95 100 105 110 Ave.

Proportions
given by:

Person III .55 .45 1.045 .25 .75 1. 0375

Person 112 .5 .3 .2 1.035 .6 .3 .1 1.025

Person #3 .05 .55 .4 1. 06 75 .8 .15 .05 1.0125

Per30n 114 .2 .3 .5 1. 015 .1 .55 .35 1.Ol~5

Person 115 .4 • 6 1.06 .9 .1 1. 005

Person 116 1. 1. 1. 1.

Av~rage 1.037 1. 015

S':::l0,:;:Td iJe~d.a t 10':\ .02 .012
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Distribution of Farmers Response to
Free Market (Neither Floor Nor Ceiling Price)

Irrigated Ncnirrigated

% of production 95 100 105 Ave. 90 95 100 105 110 Ave.

Proportions
given by:

Person III .05 .75 .2 1. 0075 1. 1.

Person #2 .5 .3 .2 .985 .6 .3 .1 .95

Person #3 .1 .5 .4 1.015 1. 1.

Person 1J4 .1 .7 .2 1.005 .1 .6 .3 1.Ql

Person 1/5 1. 1.

Average 1.003 .992

Standard Deviation .01 .02

Unlike the probahility distributions of the nature conditions, the d:stribu-

•tions of the farmers response differ significantly from one assessor to another. Some

assessors (#3, #6) believe that most farmers do not respond to changes in the floor

price of palay. This view is also found in Castillo [1975J. Based on research by Dimaano

and de Guzman, she proPoses that response to price may not necessarily mean response

to price support and, therefore, the use of the latter in order to .induce productivity

increases may not bring expected results. Other assessors believe that price support

does induce increases in production and one assessor (#4) even believes that some

farmers may decrease their production when the floor price is higher. This is based

on the feeling that there is s group of farmers which are not profit maximizers but

rather assign quite high values to leisure time. These farmers are believed to have

some fixed level of demand for money to cover their basic needs. If they knew that

the price they would receive would be higher, they might not devote as much resources

(mainly labor) to their farm as if the floor price was lower. There are evidences
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that the motivation to increase productivity depends on the farmers' needs,

Castillo [1976] found that the size of the family is a factor influencing the

motivation for increased productivity. As it is often heard: "What is the use

of working so hard when you have only tloiO children?"

It should be emphasized that the figures in Tables 3a, 3b, and

3c are not probability distributions but rather the proportions by which

different groups of farmers would respond to different levels of the floor

price. For each policy we have calculated the Expected Farmers' response (E)

and its standard deviation (SD). The probability distribution for each case

was assumed to be:

% Production

E-SD

E

E+SD

Probability

.25

.5

.25

This is, of course, a very arbitrary assumption, but., nevertheless,

it attempts to reflect the uncertainty around the assessmer:ts made by the ~GA

officials and the other assessors with respect to the farmers' response to

different levels of the floor price.

The summary of the probability distributions of farmers' response

to be used in the analysis are shown in Table 4.
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Table t,

Probability Distributions of Farmers Res?onse
to Different Levels of Floor Price

Probability

Floor Price = 1.00 11Kg

Floor Price - 1.10 11Kg

Floor Price = 1.20 11Kg

Free Market

!.,rigated Non-Irrigate.d

.25 .5 .25 .25 .5 .25

*% Production ~~ Production

92 97 102 95 98 101

100 100 100 100 100 100

102 104 106 100 101.5 103

99 100 101 97 99 101

-

*100% production is what the farmers intend to grow under the current

floor price (1.10 tIKg). This basic figure differs for irrigated and

non-irrigated farms.

3.4.2 Demand

Findings of Mears (1973], Nasal (1971J. Apiraksirikul [1972]. and

Te (1978] determine that the price elasticity of demand for rice ranges between

-.2 and -.5. These elasticities were found under the assumption of a demand

function of the form

where

b
'\n = a' (P )

m

\, = quantity purchased per capita per year

p = price to the consumer
m

b = price elasticity of demandJand

a ... constant

By substituting the current quantity cnnsuc,ed per capita per year (100 Kg) and

the current consumer price (2.10 t/Kg) .e nhtained the respective demand func-

tions. A subjective probability distribution was assigned over the elasticities.

This was done with the advice of the researchers of the Dep3rtuent of Agricul-

tural Economics of the Uoiv~rsjty of the Phi.lippines, Lc,::- B,'1;:;'-':-~, 2:1J of the
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International Rice Research Institute (IRRI). Higher probabilities were assigned

to recent findings and to medial values. The elasticities to be analyzed in the

"

model, their respective demand functions and probabilities are shown in Table VI-5.

Table 5

Price Elasticities of Demand for Rice,
Demand Functions and Probabilities

Price Elasticity
Demand

Exponential
Function

Linear* Probabili ty

-.2

-.3

-.4

-.5

5P:(116/q)

P_(125/q)3.33

P=(135/q)2.5

2P=(145/q)

P=12.60-.l05q

p: 9.l0-.07q

p: 7.1O-.05q

P= 6.10-.04q

.3

.3

.3

.1

h,"...

*The linear demand functions are the linear approximations of the exponential
functions at the region of the current price and quantity consumed per capita.

Similar elasticities to those appear above, although not in probabili-

stic context were recently used by Hayami and Herdt [1977].

In order to avoid skyrocket prices for very small quantities, as a

result of an exponential demand function, and negative prices for very larg2

quantities, as a result of a linear demand function, it has been assumed th2t

the demand function is linear to the left of the current quantity consumed (100

Kg/Capita/year), and exponential to its right.

3.4.3 The World Market Price of Rice

The prices NGA would pay for imported rice and would receive for

exported rice are also random variables. Since in our model the decisions with

regard to price poli,cy are made each semester we assume that NGA has SOGe prior

information on the world market price. Thus, historical ti",e series of the

world price are not relevant for assessing the probability dist:-ib.·,tion for

the sh0rr run.
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Based on their ~~owledge about the situation of rice and grains in

the international market, NGA officials provided the following probability dis-

tribution for the year 1978, (See Table 6.)

Table 6

Subjective Probability Distribution of World
Market Price for Rice

Price of imported rice,
elF, $/ton

250

270

300

330

350

Source: Department of Corporate Planning, NGA.

Probabilitv

.1

.2

.4

.2

.2

The prices in Table 6 include the cost of the rice itself, sea

transportation and insurance, and transportation from the port to the ~arehouse.

The price that NGA would get for one ton of exported rice (FOB) is, of course,

l~Jer. NGA officials estimated that for the same quality of rice the export

price per ton would be lower than the import price by about 20%.

3.4.4 The Domestic Price for Rice

The price of palay to the producers and the price of rice to the con-

surners are also random variables. We do not have, however, to assign a proba-

bility distribution over these variables, since they are determined by the

intersection of the demand curve and the quantity supplied, and by the margin

of the intermediaries.

3.4.4.1 The Margin of the Inter~ediaries

There are many evidences that the margin between the retail price and

the farm price is, more or less, constant. Castillo [1975, p. 2lJ says that

"the analysis of marketing margins indicates tll~t price changes at one level of
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the marketing system are typically reflected rather rapidly, and with little

changes in the marketing margin at other levels." Mangahas, Recto and Ruttan

[1965. p. 67] conclude that "the most important finding is that, in most cases,

the farm-retail margin does not rise when farm price does," A similar result

is found in ~ears, et al., [1974, p, 254].

A regression analysis on the relationship between the deflated retail

price and the deflated farm price gave the following result:

P = .16 + .99 Pm m

Where P and P are the deflated retail and farm prices, respectively. The
m p

calculated slope was significant in .001% and the interce?t in only 11%. The

correlation between the deflated margin and the deflated fanT; price was found

to be r : -.01.

The regression analysis was based on the data in TaJle 7.
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Table 7

Retail and Farm Price of Rice. Philippines 1961-1977

Year

1961-62

1962-63

1963-64

1964-65

1965-66

1966-67

1967-68

1968-69

1969-70

1970-71

1971-72

1972-73

1973-74

1974-75

1975-76

1976-77

CPl

.806

.853

.901

.975

1.000

1. 054

1.120

1.146

1.169

1. 337

1.532

1. 689

1. 875

2.519

2.720

2.871

Retail Price
'IIky,

.43

.50

.63

.67

.69

.89

.85

.75

.83

.95

1. 24

1. 20

1. 90

1. 91

1. 87

2.05

Deflated
Retail Price

'II kg

.53

.59

.70

.69

.69

.84

.76

.65

.71

.71

.81

.71

1.01

.76

.69

.71

Farm Price
1!kg*

.38

.44

.52

.51

.54

.56

.54

.57

.56

.82

1.02

1.02

1.49

1. 51

1.54

1.62

Deflated
Farm Price*
- 'i!kg-

.47

.52

.58

.52

.54

.53

.48

.50

.48

.61

.60

.79

.60

.57

.56

*Farm prices are converted to rice at 61~ rate of recovery.

Source: Alix, Kunkel and Gonzales [1978].
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Based on the above findings, namely, the retail-farm margin does not

depend on the farm price, we shall assume a fixed margin at the level of

.45 f/Kg. This figure is the 1976-77 margin inflated for 1977-78 by 9% (the

average yearly increase in the CPI). This figure is also consistent with the

findings of Mangahas, Recto and Ruttan [1965, p. 65] which reported an average

margin of 20%-30% of the retail price.

It should be noted that under the current floor price to the pro-

ducers (1.10 f/Kg palay = 1.80 f/Kg rice) and the cailing price to the consumers

(2.10 f/Kg rice) the theoretical maximum margin can be only .30 tlkg. Tr,ere are

evidences, however, that the actual floor price to the farmer is under the official

floor price. If we use the reported actual price to the produc=rs (1.00 11Kg

palay = 1.64 f/kg rice) the actual margin will indeed be 2.10-1.64 = .46 tlkg

rice. Therefore, we shall hold the assumption of a fixed retail-farm margin

of .45 tlKg.

3.4.4.2 NGA Post-Harvest Activities

3.4.4.2.1 Notation

In order to facilitate the analysis of the post-harvest

activities, a summary of the notation used is presented in Table 7a

(see, also, Figure 2).
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Notation

Ge

Pe

Pi

Pm

*Pm

Pp

*Pp

Px

q*
p

r

- i J-

Table. 7a

Summary of Notation

Variable

Government (NGA) expenditures

Market clearing price

Intermediaries margin

Actual price of rice to the consumer

Ceiling price of rice to the consumer

Actual price of rice to the producer

Floor price of rice to the producer

World market price for rice, CrF Manila

Actual quantity purchased by the consumers

Quantity marketed, necessary to meet the ceiling
price to the consumers

Quantity marketed, necessary to meet the floor
price to the producers

Quantity supplied

Quantity exported (imported)

Rate of currency exchange

Measure
~----

Y!I cap,

1/Kg

1/Kg

lIKg

Y!lKg

Y!lKg

1/Kg

$/Kg

Kg/cap,

Kg/cap.

Kg/cap.

Kg/cap.

Kg/ cap.

11$
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Figure 2

Price-Quantity Relationship (illustration)

Price

'IIKg

, "

Quantity
Kg/cap.

*Pm

Pm - Pe

P
P

P~

P

Pi
.}-

We shall assume

sidize the rice

3.4.4.2.2. General NGA Policies

We shall distinguish between two possible policies of NGA:

*a) The floor price to the producers (Pp) plus the interme-

diaries' margin (Pi) is greater or equal to the ceiling

*price to the consumers (Pm)

* *P + Pi > P
p - ill

b) The floor price plus the intermediaries' margin is lower

thllii the ceiling price

* *P + Pi <. P .
P m

In case (a) ~GA has to intervene regardless of th~ m3rket beh3vior.

* *that for those policies which imply P + Pi;> P , NGA will sub-
o p m

* *by the a"'Ount P + Pi - P for a kilogram consumed domes tically.p m
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If the quantity supplied 1.S greater (sITlaller) than needed to rrteet th2 ceiling

price, ~GA will export (import) the surplus (deficiency). In this case we

shall have (see also Figure 3):

*Pm c Pm

*Pp c Pp

r • P
x

Where Ge = government (NGA) expenditures per capita

(CIF)

and 8 =

(FOB)

Figure 3

Price-Quantity Relationships for fixed rice prices and subsidies

Price
1!Kg

*Pp + Pi

p*
m

p*
p

rlPx

B "'C N

H M~F

~
G A

"'"""D P
~

D

K
o Quantity

Kg/Ca0lta
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As we can see in Figure 3, if the quantity supplied is qsl' NGA would pay a

subsidy of BCMH for domestic rice and KDEL for the importe.d rice. Tlv-:. consumers

will pay for the imported rice the amount KHFC. If the quantity supplied is q ?'
s~

NGA would export q q* and other costs and revenues would be similar to thoses2 - m

for qsl'

Remarks:

1) A policy in which the ceiling price to the consumers (p*) is lower
m

than the floor price to the producers (P;) plus the margin of the

intermediaries (Pi) actually means fixed prices at both the consumer

and farm levels along with a government subsidy.

gram of exported rice

*In case (b) where P
p

+ Pi

2) All the quantities in the above presentation are per nonrice-farming

capita. In order to find the total quantities we have to multiply the

results by the total nonrice-farming population.

3) We have assumed that,if NGA exports some of the rice,it would incur the

same precessing, transportation, and handling costs at the same level

as those of the private sector. Therefore, NGA would pay for one kilo

*the price P + P ..
P ~

*< P we distinguish between three possible market
m

scenarios:

1) *Pe < P and P
m e

*- P. < P .
~ P

(See Figure 4.)

In that case the consumers' side is satisfied but not the producers',

We assume that, in order to meet the floor price to the producers (p*), NGA
P

would export the quantity q - q*, The prices and expenditures would be:
s p
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*Pp Pp

* *Pm = Pp + Pi «Pm)

Ge = (q -q*)'(P*+P -.8·r·P )s p pix

Figure 4

Price-Quantity Relationships for Excess Supply

P

*Pm

Pm

Pe

*Pp

Pe-Pi ,,
"- Pi

"'-I D

"-0,
q* qs Qp

2) * *Pe < Pm and Pe - Pi:> Pp. (See Figure 5.)

In this case, since both sides are satisfied NGA would not interve~e

in the market. The prices and expenditures would be:

Pm = Pe

Pp = Pe - Pi

Ge = 0
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Figure 5

}'rice-Quantity Relat lonships with No Post-Harvest NGA Intervention

P

*Pm

Pe

Pe-Pi

*Pp

D
" , I

D~~~~
Q

* *3) Pe> Pm and Pe - Pi> Pp. (See Figure 6.)

, '.

In this case the producers' side is satisfied but not the consumers'.

We assume that, in order to meet the ceiling price to the consumers (p*),
ill

N~~ would import the quantity q~ - qs' The actual prices and expenditures

would be:

*Pm = Pm

* *Pp = Pm - Pi 0 Pp)

*r . P" - P )
m

Figure 6

Price-Quantity Relationships for Shortage in Supply

~----~~-~-+-

Pe

*p",

Pe-Pi

Pp

*Pp

--------4----1

"--~-~
, .

" D
'01

q
s

q~.._~._-
m
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Summary of Uncertainties,

Probability distributions were assesed to the following random

variables:

1) Nature conditions - (3 possible conditions)

2) Irrigated farms response to price policy - (3 possible outcomes)

3) Non-irrigated farms response to price policy - (3 possible outcomes)

4) Demand function for rice - (4 possible functions)

5) World market price of rice - (5 possible prices)

All other random variables like the total quantity produced,

supplied, marketed or exported, the price to the producers and consumers,

and all the performance measures (to be discussed below) are assumed to be

deterministic functions of the five uncertain quantities mentioned above and

the policy variables.

At the end of the season, when the level of all uncertain quantities

is known, NGA is assumed to import or export rice, if necessary, to meet the

floor and/or ceiling price as determined by the policy it took pefore the

season. The uncertainty part of the decision tree is shown in Figure 7. In

spite of the many simplifications, e.g., limiting the alternatives of NGA and

restricting the probability distributions to only 3-5 points, the resulting

decision tree consists of almost 10,000 different end points. The breakdown

of the total number of end-points is shown below.
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:Floor

Price
Policy

1001/Kg

1.101' /Kg

1.20)' IKg

Free
Market

Total

CeHino;
Price

Alternatives

8

8

8

1

25

Nature
Conditions

3

3

3

3

75

--81-

Irrigated
Farms

Response

3

1

3

3

177

Non-Irrigated
Farms

_Res p 0 n."s",e,,-_

3

1

3

3

483

Demand

4

4

4

4

1932

World
Marke t
Price

5

5

5

5

9660

Total

4320

480

4320

540

9660

Notice that for the l,lOt/Kg we have only one possible response of

irrigated and non-irrigated farms, This is because the current floor price

was the base case upon which the probability distributions of farmers' response

to different policies were evaluated.

3.5 Performance Measures

The performance measure or attribute associated with each relevant

objective should be quantified and measured. Thus, for example, if one of the

objectives was full employment, a possible performance measure would be the

percentage of people employed. If another objective was to avoid inElation,

the performance measure might be the change in price index.

For some objectives there are many alternative performance measures

that might be employed. For example, the performance measure for a price sta-

bility objective could be the standard deviation DE the prices, the absolute

deviation of the prices from their mean, the deviation of the current price from

that of the previous period and the like. Since some objectives may be quanti-

fied by different performance measures, it is important that the analyst clearly

definr~ the appropriate measure [or each attribute. The measu.res should be reasona-

bly simple and clear to the users of the model since they must provide their

risk perceptions toward ea~h of ttle attributes (utility functions)) the trade-

oEfs between the different attributes (lnd2pendence relationships), and th~
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importance of each attribute in the overall ohjective function (weights). The

assessment task on each of these perceptions is sufficiently complicated with

simple performance measures and thus ftsophisticated" performance measures

should be avoided wherever possible.

3.5.1 Farmers Net Income

The performance measure of this attribute is the average net income

of a rice farm in one cycle (wet). The net income was defined as the gross

income (sales) minus the variable cost (hired labor and inputs).
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- h (CL, + CI.)]
J J

2
l: M,

j=l J

R • average net income to farmer per cycle (1)
p

M
j

= number of farms in category j

{
I for irrigated farms

j = 2 for non-irrigated farms

'"Y
j

= yield per hectar in farm of type j (Kg/hectare)

h • average farm size· 2.5 hectars

H • farm household consumption per cycle = 535Kg palay
c

H = farm household storage in wet cycle = 135Kg pa1ay
s

'"P = the price of palay to the farmer (1/Kg)
p

ct.
j

• cost of hire" labor in farm tvpe j (JI /hectare)

CI
j

• cost of inputs in farm type j (J'/hectare)

Remarks:

1) Average farm size is assumed to be equal for irrigated and non-irrigated

farms.

2) Household consumption is based on average family siz~ of 6.5 and

yearly consumption of IOOKg rice per capita which is equal to 164 ~g

palay.

3) Since the wet season supplies about 5/8 of the total annual production

it is assumed that the farncrs store lis of their ;;early consur::~':: t(1C:.

to be consumed in the dry SEason.

I
!
I
:
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4) Hired labor is used mainly in the planting and harvesting seasons.

We shall assume that the hired labor used for planting rice will

not change as the floor price policy changes. The hired labor

used for harvesting, however, will be assumed to be proportional

to the yield per hectare. Thus, if in a normal year (weather wise)

and under the current floor price the cost of hired labor per

irrigated hectar is Xl' approximately half for planting, and

half for harvesting, the cost of hired labor for :loor price

equals 1.20 1/Kg and farmer's response of 116%, and bad nature

conditions would be:

For non-irrigated farms with 1.03% response to p* = 1.20 r/Kg and
p

good nature conditions the cost of hired labor would be:

\ '.

1.15) = 1. onx
2

The figures in the above calculation were derived from the respective

uncertainty sections. The.5 is based On the fact that in a normal year about

50% of the hired labor is devoted for planting and the other 50%' for the

harvesting.

(5) The cost of inputs is assumed to be proportional to the farmer's

response to the floor price.

3.5.2 Self-Sufficiency in Rice Production

The performance measure for thls objective will be the perce~tage

of the quantity supplied out of the quantity needed to meet the average

consumption of the non-rlce-farming population (100 Kg/cap/year.)
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qs
F = --- • 100

s 50

Where:

F = measure for self-sufficiency
s

qs = the quantity of rice supplied per capita (Kg)

50 = quantity consumed per semester per capita (Kg)

Remark:
d M.(Yj·h - H - H )}'.5
, 1 J c s_1: _

T . .625
n

Since about 5/8 of the total yearly production is produced in the

wet season, 100% self-sufficiency is defined as the quantity necessary

to meet the consumption at the wet season plus 1/8 of the yearly

consumption to be consumed in the dry season but produced in the

wet season.

The total non-rice farming population (Tn) is based on total population

of 44 million and .96 million rice farms with average family size of 6.5.

3.5.3 Consumers' Welfare

The common measure for consumers' welfare is the area bound by the

demand curve, price line, and price axis (see Figure 8) commonly referred to

as consumers' surplus,

p'

W~ = J D (P) dp

Pm

where

w' = measure of consumer welfarec

pI = reference price to the consumer

P the price to the consur:1er
m

DC?) demand function
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Figure 8

The Consumers I Surplus

pI

W'
c

P
m

D{P)

Q

This meaSure has some difficulties, namely, the inability of govern-

ment officials and economists to assign a utility function over such a theore-

tical measure. For this reason, it is important from a preference assessment

standpoint to select a measure which is meaningful to the decisionmakers. For-

tunately, in the case of rice in the Philippines, such a measure is readily

available. In particular, for a perfectly inelastic demand, the change in con-

surner welfare, as implied by the theoretical measure W',is equivalent to the change
c

in price. Hence, since the demand for rice in the Philippines is highly ine-

lastic~ a good performance measure is

W = P
c m

Where

W =: measure of consumer welfare
c

p ~ price of rice to the consumer
m

The assensment o'ler thi.s pe.rfor-mance measure \.>lill clearly be much easier than

the consuner surpll13
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3.5.4 Price Variability

The performance measure for price variability will be the absolute

deviation of the consumers' price from the price in the previous cycle.

Where

vp
- P I

m '
~l

V ~ price variability measure
p

P = the price to the consumer in period t
m

t

The common measure for price variability is the standard deviation of

the prices. But, once again, we have chosen a more simple measure which is more

clear to the users of the model when assigning the utility function. In additioJ,

the proposed performance measure does not penalize for large deviations from the

expected price. The performance measure should be used only for measuring

the performance and not as a penalty function. The penalty for large deviation,

if necessary, would be reflected in the utility function.
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3.5.5 Government Expenditures

The performance measure for this attribute is the total expenditure

(see Section 3.4.2.2) per capita of NGA in executing its policies. These

expenditures consist of:

a) Cost of purchasing palay from the farmers (+)

b) Cost of importing rice (+)

c) Revenues from selling rice to consumers (-)

d) Revenues from exporting rice (-).

3.6 The Objective Function

Because of the uncertainties and risks involved in the rice

industry of the Philippines, and the multiple objectives of ~GA, the appropriate

objective function is the expected value of a multi-attribute utility function.

Th f 11 ' kid f '1' f ' 1e 0 ow~ng steps were ta en n i ,e.nti ying th.e utI lty unct~on:

Assessing the univariate utility functions: After an appropriate

performance measure is chosen for each objective, it is necessary to evaluate

NGA's risk perception toward different levels of the attributes. Risk percep-

tion is assessed by determining a certainty equivalent for each risky prospect.

A certainty equivalent is the amount exchanged with certainty that makes the

decisionmaker indifferent between this exchange and some particular risky pros-

pect. In order to determine the decisionmaker preference, we first find the

certainty equivalent (CE) for a hypothetical 50-50 lottery for two risky conse-

quences representing the best and worst possible outcomes. The worst outcome

will be denoted by x~, the best by xi, and the first CE by xiS' The i stands

for the ith attribute and the .5 for the midvalue between a and 1, to reflect

h 50 50 1 f Th ' .5. f d bt e - ottery or two extreme consequences. e po~nt xi 1S oun y

-----------------------------
IFor theoretical background and applications of the use of mutll-attribute
utility functions, see Keeney and Raiffa (1976).
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posing the question: what would x have to be such th-:lt the dec.isionmaker w"ould

be indifferent between x with certainty and the uncerta:Ln situation in which

there is a 50 percent chance of the best outcome and a 50 percent chance of the

worst outcome? After one finds xiS, one can in turn find the CE for each of the

two 50-50 lotteries involving x: 5 ; this yields x:
25

and xl.:75 which are the CEs, l. l.

between X? and x: 5 and x:
5

and xl.~' respectively. At this stage we have five
l. l. l.

il ' . 0.25.5.75 d I h' h h b fut l.ty pol.nts, x., x. , x. ,X. ,an xl."' 'til I.e are t e asis or approximating
11. 1. J.

a continuous utility function. l

Determining the independence relationships among the different attri-

butes and the functional form of the multi-attribute utility function: Here

the preference structure of the decisionmaker is examined. Of particular con-

cern is whether the level of a certain attribute, say xl' influences his pref

erences among other attributes, say x2 and x
3

(preferential independence) and a

determination of whether a level of one attribute, say xl' influences the risk

the decisionmaker is willing to take toward uncertainties in the levels of other

attributes, say xz' x 3 , and x4 (utility independence). Finally, multi-attribute

risk neutrality, or additive independence, must be investigated. Definitions

and examples for these independence relationships are given in part I of the

manual.

Assessing the scaling factors (weights) of each of the attributes in

the overall utility function: In this final stage, after the general functional

form of the objective function is known (from the previous two steps), the rela-

tive importance or weight of each attribute in the overall objective function must

be isolated,

IFor further elaboration on this assessment procedure, see J. R. Anderson, J. L.
Dillon, and B. Hardaker, "Agricultural Decision Analysis," Chapter 4, and H.
Raiffa, "Decision Analysis,fl Chapter 4.
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The utility function to be developed below is based on an interview with

Dr. J. D. Drilon, former Undersecretary of Agriculture and Administrator of

the Rice and Corn Administration and currently the Director of the Southeast

Asian Regional Center for Graduate Study and Research in Agriculture (SEARCA)

in Los Banos.

3.6.1 Five~Point Univariate Utility Functions

The univariate utility functions were assessed by using the Certainty

Equivalent to 50-50 lotteries. The summary of the five-point utility functions

is reported in Table 8.

Table 8

Five-Point Univariate Utility Functions

Attribute Utilitv
a .25 .5 .75 1x, Xi x. Xi x,
J. J. J.

Xl (f) 1,500 1,700 2,000 2,500 3,600

x2 (X) 80 85 93 100 120

x3 (f/Kg) 4.00 3.60 3.00 2.50 1.00

x4 Cf!Kg) 3.00 2.60 2.00 1.30 0.00

Remarks:

1) Xl = R = average net income to the farmer
p

x2
= F = percentage of self-suf ficiency in rice pro due tion

s

'.

w
c

consumers' price of rice

x =:. V "'" change in the consumers' price.
4 p

2) h~en the interview with Dr. Drilon took place, decreased government

expenditures (G "" x,..) were not considered by NGA offi.cials as a verye j

important objective. The utility function of this attribute does not
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The values of x~ and x: in Table 8 are not necessarily the worst and
1. 1.

the best possible values of x.; they only represent estimates of the
1.

extreme outcomes. Since the decision tree had not been analyzed prior

to the interview, these figures represent the decisionmakerfs estimates

of the minimum and maximum values of x.. The appropriate adjustments
1.

to these values and the univariate utility functions derived from them

are described in the following section.

3.6.2 Continuous Univariate Utility Functions

The minimum and the maximum levels of the five attributes, those estimated

in the interview and those calculated in the decision tree, are shown in Table 9.

Table 9

Estimated and Actual Minimum and Maximum Levels
of the Five Attributes of the Objective Function

Attribute Minimum Maximum
Estimated Actual Estimated Actual

xl--Farmers' Income (;) 1,SOO 1,160 3,600 S,760

x2--Se1f-Sufficiency (%) 80 76 120 111

x
3

--Consumers' Welfare (1!Kg) 1.00 1.S3 4.00 4.13

x
4
--Price Variability (;/Kg) 0 0 3.00 2.03

xS--Government Expenditures
(1!cap) -- -9 -- 42
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SLnce the feasibil-tty ranges of Xl'·x and' did nJt l' 'd "th h'-' 2' x 3 .... t co nel e Wl- tu:'.

estL~,J.ted ones, it was necessary to adjust the original utility functions. This

adjustment was done in the following steps:

1) Make an assumption on the form of the utility function (constant risk

averse, decreasing risk averse, etc.).

2) Solve for the parameters of the implied utility function.

3) Compute the utility of the new extreme points.

4) Make a positive linear transformation such that the utility of the best

and the worst outcomes would be 1 and 0, respectively.

5) The transformed utility functions are the ones to be used in the multi-

attribute utility function.

Based on the values from Table 8 and the assumptions made with regard to

the Government Expenditures attribute, the five univariate utility functions

were found to be (see Appendix A) :

'..

-.00125x
l1.01 - 4.2ge

-1.12 + .54 In (x
2

- 68)

.09 + .66 In (5 - x
3

)

,;-...here

-4.81 + 1.28 In (85 - x
5

)

u. ex.)
l "L

utility function for the itn attribute, i 1,2,3,4,5

X,
"L

level of the i th attri.bute, i 1,2,3,4,5

In natural logarithm.
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3.6.3 The Hultiattribute Utility Function

Based on the interview mentioned above, it was found that a multiplicative

utility function is the appropriate form to represent the preference structure

of NGA. The procedure used (see Appendix A ) was to check first for preferen

tial independence between xlxi and xli' where i = 2, 3, 4 and xli are all the

couples not containing xl or xi' In other words, we checked for and found pref

erential independence between x
l

x2 and x
3
x4 ; x l x

3
and x 2x4 ; and x l x4 and x2x3 '

thus, for example, when making preference assessment OVer pairs of xl and xz'

these assessments are not influenced by the joint level of x3 and x4'

After preferential independence had been found we checked for and found

utility independence between xl and x2x3x4 ' This means that the four attributes

xl' x2 ' x3 ' and x4 are mutually utility independent.

The last check with regard to the functional form of the utility function

was for additive independence. It was found that additive independence does not

hold for NGA, or, in other words, NGA is multiattribute risk averse. The explana

tion for this attitude was that administrators of government and other public agen

cies would prefer to be successful in one objective and to fail in another rather

than either succeed or fail in both. As the saying goes, "A bird in the hand is

worth two in the bush."

Based on these finding the utility function was determined to be of the form

1 + ku(xl , x2 ' x 3 ' x4 ) = [1 - kklul(xl )] • [1 - kk2u2 (x2)]

• [1 - kk
3
u

3
(x

3
)] • [1 - kk4u4 (x

4
)] (3.18)

where k and k
i

, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, are the scaling constants.

After the functional form had been determined, the scaling constants (ki )

were found (see Appendix A) and k was calculated by solving

0.19)
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Based on these findings the form of the utility function was detennined

u(Xl ' x2 ' x3 ' x4) = 1 - [1 - .7ul (xl )] • [1 - .Su2 (x2)]

[1 - .6u
3

(x
3
)] • [1 - .Su

4
(x

4
)].

..

(3.20)

As mentioned above, Xs (government expenditures per capita) was not considered

as an important attribute at the time the interview took place. In order to complete

the utility function to include Xs it was assumed that the independence relation

ship found for the four other attributes also holds for xs . Thus, the final form

of the utility function is

1 + k'u(xl , x2 ' x3 ' x4 ' xs) = (1 - k'kiul(xl)] •

• (1 - k'k'u (x )]
3 3 3

[1 - k'kSuS(xS)]

[1 - k'kiu2(x2)]

• (1 - k'k'u (x )]
4 4 4

(3.21)

where k' and ki, i = I, Z, 3, 4, S, are the adjusted scaling constants and u
l

'

uz, u
3

' u
4

' and Us are (3.11), (3.14), (3.1S), (3.16), and (3.17), respectively.

Based on the findings on the four-attribute utility function and On an assump-

tion about the value of kS (see Appendix A ) the variables ki and k' were calcu

lated and the final utility function to be used in the analysis of the decision

tree is

u(xl ' x 2 ' x3' x4 ' x S) = 1 - [1 - .8ul (xl )] • (1 - .58uZ(xZ)]

[1 - .65u3 (x
3
)] • (1 - .SZU4 (X4)]

(1 - .33uS(xS)]' 0.22)
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4. PBELlMlN,liZY RESuLTS

4.1 Introduction and Do.ta

A computer program was written for solving the model (Appendix B). The

program incorporates all the specifications and assumptions of the model and

the following data:

L Average family size of a rice-growing farm is 6.5. a

2. Current yearly consumption of rice is 100 Kg/capita. b

3. Rate of from palay rice is .6L
crecovery to

4.

5.

Wet season production is

Intermediaries margin is

62 5% f h 1 d · c
• 0 0 t e tota year pro uctlOn.

d
Y:.45/Kg.

6. Yield of irrigated and nonirrigated farms are 2.25 and 1.5

tons/hectare, respectively (45 and 30 cavans/hectare).c

7. Average farm size, irrigated and non irrigated is 2.5 hectares. c

8. Numbers of irrigated and nonirrigated farms are 360,000and 600,000,

respectively (900,000 and 1,500,000 hectares).c

9. Costs of labor per irrigated and nonirrigated hectares are

400 P/h and 300 '/h, respectively.e

10. Cost of inputs per irrigated and nonirrigated hectares are

400 rlh and 250 P/h, respectively.e

ll.

12.

Sources:

c
Current price of rice to consumers is 2.10 r/Kg.

Exchange rate = P7.3 per $1.00.

ay. Hayami et al., IfAnatomy of Peasant Economy: The Economic Accounts of Rural
Households in the Philippines,t· IRRI, Paper No. 76-25 (revised), July, 1977.

bAviguetero et al., nSurnmary of 19 Economic Surveys of Food Consu;2ption,"
Special Studies Division, Department of Agriculture, }larch, 1977.

cJ . E. Alix, D. E. Kunkel, and L. A. Gonzales, ffAnalyzing Statistics on PalZly
Production Area, Yield, Stock Inventc ry and the Nasagn.:lCl 99 Program."
Quezan City: Bureau of L~.gricultural Economics.

d . 'ISectlon 3.4.Q.l of the mod21.
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The expected utilities of the different policies, as computed by the

computer program, are given in Tdble 1.

Table 1

The Expected Utilities of the Various Policies

Ceiling Floor price. --
price 1.00 I 1, 10 1.20

1. 70 .93569 .95244 .96190

1. 90 .93977 .95566 .96470

2.10 .94362 .95809 .96678

2.30 .95274 .95851 I .96581
I

2.50 .95752 .96222 ! .96577
!,

2.70 .95946 .96351
I

.96666!

2.90 .95983 .96375 .96675

3.10 .95940 ! .96345 r .96646
I

No government intervention: .95569.

These expected utilities can be used not only for ranking the poli-

cies but also to compare their performance in terms of the five atcrlbutes.

Such comparisons bet\1een the alternative (floor price of !'1.20/Kg palay and

c"iling price of !'2.10/Kg rice) selected on the basis of the prelicdnury

analysis and the current policy (PI.10 and ~2.10, respectively) S}lown in

Table 2. The difference in the expected utility of the tv:o altern~ltL'/(:S

cay be tY<J..nslated to values of the indivLdual perforn':lnce r:u;.:':~l.:;ur",o;:;. Thus,

'.



TABLE 2

Comparison Between the Preliminary Selected and the Current Policies

~~--- 1 Selected policy ~ Current policv
1. 20, 2.10 1.10 2.10 Difference --

nercent

Expected utility .96678 .95809

Vallie of: a

Xl 0') b 2, !t60 2,095 17.4

c
X2 (percent) 101. 7 89.3 13.9

('f
d

I

X3 per kilogram) 2.10 2.84 26.1

X4
('f

e 47.6
I

per kilogram) 1.10 2.10

I
I 0'

f
, Xs per capita) 11.5 39.5

i
70.9

I

a
Computed for all other attributes satisfy u

j
(X

j
) = .84, j f i.

b Farmers' income.

cSelf~sufficiency.

d
Consumer price.

e
Change in consumer price.

f
Government expenditures.

I

'"'"I



values of xS--··filildch yit.\,lJ the respective expected uli1.ity--are computed.

Note that the expe.:ted utility of the selected and current policies were

found to be .96678 and .95809, respectively.

Note that a small difference in the expected multiattribute utility may

imply a very large difference in the performance measures of the individual

attributes. The reasons are: (1) at the higher levels of the utility (as

those reported in the analysis above), the utility curve is very flat and

(2) if we hold four of the five attributes constant, all the differences in

the multiattribute utility are concentrated on the remaining attribute.

Since the univariate utility function at the higher levels of the utili.ty

is also flat, it results in a large difference in the performance measll:"e.

As Table 2 suggests, the differences between the two policies are striking

when measured toIith individual attributes. This is due to the slopes of the

univariate utility functions over the specified range and the different

values of the scaling constants (kis) in the multiattribute utility function.

"
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Appendix A--Preference Analysis

A.I Introduction

In this appendix we first describe the interview with Dr. J. D. Drilon which

led to the construction of the utility function of the first four attributes. In

the second part of the appendix, we describe the adjustments of the parameters of

the utility function to include the fifth variable and to account for the differ-

ence in the range between the estimated and actual minimum and maximum values of

the five attributes.

The fwe attributes in the utility function are:

\ = Net income of farmers (1 per farmer)

X = Rice sufficiency (percent)
2

~ = Consumers' welfare (1 per Kg of rice)

X4 = Price variability (1 per Kg change from previous cycle)

Xs = Government expenditures (t per capita)

A.2 The Continuous Univariate Utility
Functions of xI~2' x3' and x 4

A.2.1 Utility Function for Farmers' Income (XIL,

The utility function with regard to the farmers' income was assumed to

be constant risk averse, i.e., of the form

a -I
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The reason for that assumption was mainly practical. The difference between

the estimated and the calculated values of the minimum income per farmer was very

significant (1,500 versus 1,1601 per farmer). Risk aversion was demonstrated as

· ,

reported in Table 8. If we assumed decreasing risk aversion, the extrapolation

of the utility function would have resulted in a very inaccurate value due to the

sharp slope of the logarithmic utility function (the appropriate one for decreas-

ing risk aversion) at the lower values of the attribute. A constant risk averse

function fitted quite well the five points and prevented the bias for the new

minimum level of the farmers' income.

o 1Using the two extreme points (x and x ) and the .5 utile we get:

-2,000 c l ( -1,500 c l -3,600 ci\
-e = 1/2\-e -e )

and solving for c l we get c l = .00125.

In order to find the values of al and b
l

in (3.5) we solve

b
-.00125-1,500

a1 - Ie = 0,

and

b -.00125-3,600 1
a l - Ie =

which results in b
1

= 7.03 and al = 1.08.

The utility function (before transformation) is, therefore,

-.00125xl
= l.08 - 7.03e (A. I)

Substituting for xl ' we get;

u
l

(1, 700) .24
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From ul (l,700) and u
l

(2.500) we see that (A.l) fits well the five original

points (note that 1,700 and 2,500 were the .25 and .75 utiles, respectively).

By solving

A + B • 1.07 = 1

and

A + B • (-.57) = 0,

we get A = .35 and B = .61. The transformed utility function A + B • ul(xl ) is,

therefore,

A.2.2

-.00125xlul(xl ) = 1.01 - 4.2ge

Utility Functions for Self-Sufficiency, Consumers' Welfare, and

(A.2)

Price Variability ~2~~1

The utility functions of these attributes were assumed to be decreasingly risk

averse. This reflects the general assumption that the better the situation the

less risk averse is the decision-maker.

The general form of this utility function is

u(x) = a + c • In(x - b)

for increasing utility functions and

u(x) = a + c • In(b - x)

for decreasing utility functions.
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Following a similar procedure described in A.2.1 we get the following

utility functions:

for self-sufficiency,

for consumers' welfare, and

for price variability.

A.3 Independence Relationships

(A..3)

(A.4)

(A.5)

A.3.1 Preferential Independence (PI)

a) XIXZ PI of X3X4

Q. What would you prefer, Sl or SZ?

xl = tl,800

X z = 100%

X3 = t3/Kg

x 4 = tl/Kg

Xl = t3,600

Xz = 90%

x3 = t3/Kg

x4 = tl/Kg
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A. S2 > 51·

Q. What would you prefer. S3 or S4?

xl = P1,800 xl = P3.600

x2 = 100% x2 = 90%

53 - 54 -
x3 = 12/Kg x3 = p2/Kg

x4 = PO/Kg x4
= PO/Kg

A. 54 > 53·

Q. How did the levels of x3 and x4 affect your preference?

A. As long as x3 and x4 are the same in the toNO situations compared

I would prefer (P3,600, 90%) to 0'1.800. 100%).

Conclusion: "i Xz PI of x3x4

b) '1.".3 PI of ~x4

Q. What would you prefer, 5S or 56?

xl = Pl.800 xl = P3,600

x
3

= P2/Kg x
3

= P3/Kg

5S - 56 -
x

2
= 90% x

2
= 90%

x4 = PI/Kg x4 = PI/Kg

A. S6 }o Ss·

Q. What would you prefer. 57 or 58?

xl = Pl.800 xl = P3,600

x3
= P2/Kg x3 = 13/Kg

57 - S8 -
x2 = 110% x2 = 110%

x4 pO/Kg l x4 = PO/Kg
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Q. How did the levels of x2 and x4 affect your preference?

A. As long as x
2

and x4 are the same in the two situations compared

I would prefer (13,600, 13/Kg) to (11,800, V2/Kg).

'.

Q. What would you prefer, S9 or SID?

xl = 13,600

x4 = VI/Kg

X = 90%2

x3 = t3/Kg

Xl = J'1,800

x4 = VO/Kg

SlO -
x = 90%2

x3 = t3/kg

A. S9 > SlO'

Q. What would you prefer, Sl1 or S12?

xl = f3,600 xl = tl,800

x4 = tl/Kg x4 = to/Kg

Sl1 - S12 -
x2 = 110% x2 = 110%

x = 'i2/Kg x3 = tZ/Kg
3

Q. How did the levels of x2 abd x3 affect your preference?

A. As long as x
2

and x
3

are the same in the two situations compared

I would prefer <f3,600, fl/Kg) to (J'l,800, fa/Kg).
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Utility Independence (UI)

a) ":1. UI of "'1

Q. What should xi be so that you would be indifferent between L
l

and 5
13

1

;1,800, 90%, P3/Kg, ;l/Kg

.5

.5

;3,600, 90%, P3/Kg, ;l/Kg'

A. xi = ;2,400.

Q. What should xl be so that you would be indifferent between L
2

and 5141

;1,800, 110%, ;2/Kg, PO/Kg

L2 - 514 - xl' no%, ;2/Kg, pO/Kg

.5

;3,600, 110%, ;2/Kg, PO/Kg

A. xl = 12,400.

Q. How would different levels of (x2 ' x3 ' x4) affect the level of xl

you decide on1

A. As long as the levels of (x2' x3' x4) are the same in the two branches

of the lottery and the situation it is compared to, the level of xl

will be the same and determined by the levels of xl on the branches

of the lottery only.

Conclusions:

1) xl UI of x2x3x4 ;

2) xl' x2 , "'3' and "4 a.e lllutualiv utility independent (MUI).
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A.3.3 Additive Independence (AI)

a) xl AI of "2

Q. What would you prefer, L3 or L4?

11,800, 100%, 1Z.5/Kg, t1/Kg
.5 .5

1,800, 90%, tZ.5/Kg, 11/Kg

.5

13,600, 90%, 1Z.S/Kg, t1/Kg
.5

t3,600, 100%, 1Z.S/Kg, 1l/Kg

Conclusions:

1) xl is not additive independent of xz.

Z) The utility function is of the form

4
IT [1 + kkiui(xi )]

i:1
(A.6)

A.3.4 Scaling Constants

Q. What should xi be such that

(The symbol ~ means "is indifferent to. ")

(xi, 80%, t4/Kg, t3/Kg) ~ (11,500, lZO%, 14/Kg, 13/Kg)?

x' = 12,500.
1

A.

Q. w~at should xl be such that

(Xl' 80%, t4/Kg, f3/Kg) ~ (11,500, 80%, PI/Kg, ?3/kg)?

A. xl = 3,000.
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Q. What should x' f f
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be such that

(xi", 80%, 14/Kg, ;3/Kg) ~ (11,500, 80%, ;4/Kg, to/Kg)?

A. xi" = 2,500.

Q. What should be PI such that

3,600, lZO%, ;l/Kg, to/Kg

~ 13,600, 80%, ;4,Kg, ;3/Kg

1 - P1 11,500, 80%, ;4/Kg, ;3/Kg

Conclusion: k l = .7. (A. 7)

From the five-point utility function of Xl (Table 8), we know that

ul (Z,500) = .75. By substituting Xl = 3,000 into the continuous utility function

of Xl (A.Z) we get ul (3,000) = .91. Thus, we get kl = .7, kZ = .5, k3 = .6, and

k4 = .5; and by solving

we get k = -1. Thus the utility function for the first four attributes is

u(X
l

, xz, x
3

' x4) = 1 - [(1 - .7ul (xl)] • [1 - .5u/xZ)] • [(1 - .6u3 (x3)]

[(1 - .5u4 (x
4
)]

(A.8)
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A.4 The Complete Utility Function

Since a new variable (xS) was introduced and also the minimum and maximtun

possible values of some variables were different from the estimated ones, it was

necessary to adjust the parameters of the utility function and its form to incor-

porate xs.

A.4.l Assumptions

a) The independence relationships found for the first four attributes

hold also for xS"

b) Since xs was not considered initially as an important attribute it

was assumed that the answer to the (unasked) questions, what should

xi'" be such that

(Xi"" 80%, 14!Kg, 13!Kg, x~) ~ ~l,SOO, 80%, 14!Kg, 13!Kg, xg),
is xi'" = t2,OOO. This figure is lower than those given for

similar questions with regard to x2 ' x
3

, and x
4

(2,SOO, 3,000,

and 2,SOO, respectively), and thus reflects the relative impor-

tance of the fifth attribute. A smaller value would imply

that the value of 11 spent by the government (paid by the tax-

payer) is much lower than PI earned by farmers or saved by the

consumers; and, as a result, the optimal policy would ir~ply an

unrealistic trade-off between the government expendltures and

the other attributes.
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A.4.2 The Continuous Utility Function for
Government Expenditures (x

S
)

As mentioned above, the utility function for government expenditures was

not evaluated in the interveiw with Dr. Drilon. On the basis of discussion with

other NGA officials, the utility function of this attribute was specified as

decreasing risk averse. The degree of risk aversion was found, however, to be

lower than that for the other attributes. This is simply because government ex-

penditures were not considered to be a crucial measure of performance by NGA

officials. It was assumed, therefore, the NGA is less risk averse with regard

to this attribute and also that the ceiling constant of this attribute in the

multi-attribute utility function (k5) is lower than those for other attributes.

The five-point utility function was estimated by using the midpoints between

the average of the .25, .5, and .75 utiles of xl' x2 ' x3 ' and x4 ' and a linear

utility function. This was done by the following steps:

1) The five-point utility functions of xl' x2 ' x3 ' and x4 were transformed

such that the utiles are on a percentage scale.

2) The average value of each column was computed.

3) The values of the linear utility function were recorded.



4) The midpoint between the average of xl' x 2 ' x
3

, and x
4

' and the 1.inear

function was determined.

5) The midpoint percentages were transformed to the original values of "5'

Table A..l summarizes steps (1)-(5).

Table A.l

Evaluation of the Five-Point Utility Function for Government Expenditures

0 .25 .5 .75 1
Step xi x. x. xi xi

~ ~

Value % Value % Value % Value % Value %

(1) xl 1,500 0 1,700 9.5 2,000 23.8 2,500 47.6 3,600 100

x2 80 0 85 12.5 93 32.5 100 50.0 , 120 100
I

4.0 0 3.6 13.3 3.0 33.3 2.5 I
1.0x3 50.0 i 100

I
x4 3.0 0 2.6 13.3 2.0 33.3 1.3 56.7 I 0.0 100

51.1 I(2) E(%) 0 12.5 30.7 100

(3) Linear 0 25.0 50.0 75.0 100
U. F.

(4) Midpoint 0 18.6 40.4 63.0 100
I

(5) x5 42.0
a

32.5 I 21.4
I

9.8
a j-9.0

aThe minimum and maximum values of x5 from the decision tree.

Thus, using 21.4 as the ,,;5 and the logarithmic utility function, the resulting

utili.ty function for governmen't expendit.ures ';j~lS found to be

-4.81 + 1.28 In (85 - "5) (A.IO)
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Based on the answers to the questions in A.3 dnd the continuous utility

functions (0\,2), (A.3), (A.4), (A.5), and (1\.10), we derived the follmJing

set of equations:

(1 + k'ki ••8Z)(1 + k'ki •• ZZ) = (1 + k'ki •• 35)(1 + k'ki)

(1 + k'ki •• 92)(1 + k'kj •• 09) = (1 + k'ki •• 35) (1 + k'kj)

(1 + k'ki •• 8Z) = (1 + k'ki •• 35)(1 + k'k4)

(1 + k'ki ••65) = (1 + k'ki ••35) (1 + k'kS)

.7(1 + k'k' •• 96)(1 + k'kZ')(1 + k'k')(1 + k'k')(1 + k'k')
1 3 4 5

+ .3(1 + k'ki •• 35) (1 + k'ki .Z2)(1 + k'kj •. 09) =

(1 + k'ki •. 96)(1 + k'ki •. 22)( 1 + k'kj ••09)

1 + k' = (1 + k'k')(l + k'k')(1 + k'k')(l + k'k')(l + k'k')1 Z 345

Equation (A. 11), for example, results from the fact that

(;Z,500, 80%, ;4/Kg, ;3/Kg) ~ (;1,500, 120%, 14/Kg, 13/Kg)

(A. 11)

(A.IZ)

(A. 13)

(A. 14)

(A. 15)

(A. 16)

as found in section (A.3.4). This implies that the utility of these two com-

binations is equal. By using the multiplicative utility function (A.9) and

the univariate utility functions of xl (A.2) ~~d x2 (A.3). we got (A.ll)

where u
l

(2,500) = .8Z, u
Z

(80) = .22, u l (1,500) = .35, and uZ(lZO) = l.

In equation (A.14) the .65 stands for ul(Z,OOO) according to the assumption,

mentioned above, about the government expenditures. By solving the set of equa-

tions (A.II-A.16) which is a nonlinear set of six t:qu2.tio:1s <lnd six unknowns, we
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deriVt:J thE' adjLlr3t\:~d :;3c"l1ittg con~jtant3:

k; = .33, aIld k' = -.1.

k'
1

5" k'.. :" 3 k' 'co • S2)
'4

Thus, the final multLJttrlbute utility function used in the a:lalysts of

the dt~c.Lsion tree is

x, ,

"
(A. I?)

where

u
1

(x1) = 1.01 - 4.29 exp(-.OO125x1), (1\.2)

u2(x2) = -1.12 + .54 1n(x2 - 68), (A.3)

u
3

(x
3

) = .09 + .66 In(S - x3), (A.4)

u
4

(x4) = .72 1n(4 - x4), CA. ))

and

uS(xS) -4.81 + 1.28 In(8S ··x.) . (A. 10)
:J
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